
1) The "Higher Self"

For example, Fromm blames the adjusted person for

betraying his "higher self." This results in an "inner

emptiness and Insecurity" in spite of his triumph in the

battle for success. The person Is better off who though

less successful than his "unscrupulous neighbor has

attained to an "inner strength and Integrity." This

stronger person "will have security, judgment, and objec

tivity which will make him much less vulnerable to chang

ing fortunes and opinions of others and will In many
»1areas enhance his ability for constructive work." Marcuse

remarks that this style suggests the Power of Positive

Thinking, a kind of whistling in the dark to which the

revisionist critique succumbs.. Marcuse does not object

to the values that Fromm proposes in themselves, but

rather to the context in which they are defined and pro

claimed as genuine possibilities. "Inner strength" takes

on that connotation of unconditional freedom that "can

be practiced even in chains and which Fromm himself once

denounced in his analysis of the Reformation."2

Tlrich Fromm, Psychoanalysis and Religion (New
: Yale University Press, 1950), p. 75.

Herbert Marcuse, Ero3 and Civilization, p. 262.

Haven
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2) Contrasting Views of Therapy

This difference in depth can also be seen In the con

trast between the Freudian and Neo-Freudian views of therapy.

For Freud, the "personality" is but a "broken" individual

who has internalized and successfully utilized repression and

aggression. When one considers what civilization has done

to man, the difference in the development of personalities

is chiefly that between an unproportional and proportional

share of that "everyday unhapplness" of the common lot of

mankind. The proportional lot of this misery is all that

therapy can achieve. Behind the many differences in the

historical forms of society, "Freud saw the basic inhumanity

common to all of them, and the repressive controls which

perpetuate, in the instinctual structure itself, the domina

tion of man by man."1 The notion that "civilization and its

discontents" had their roots in the biological structure of

man deeply influenced Freud's concept of therapy and made

him cautious and pessimistic with regard to its possibili

ties for cure.

Against such a "minimum program" for therapy, Fromm

proclaims a higher goal: the "optimal development of a per

son's potentialities and the realization of his individuality."
Marcuse objects to this type of statement most strenuously.

1Ibld., p. 257.
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"It is precisely this goal which is essentially unattainable—

not because of limitations in the psychoanalytic techniques

but because the established civilization itself. In its very

structure, denies it."1 One can either define "personality"

and "individuality" in terms of their possibilities within

the given form of civilization, which then becomes a psy

chology of adjustment no matter how idealized the name. Or

one defines them in terms of their potentialities beyond the

established form of civilization. "Today, this would mean

'curing' the patient to become a rebel or (which Is saying

the same thing) a martyr."2
It is true that man integrates a diversity of inherited

and acquired qualities into a total personality. It Is also

true that personality develops out of the relation between

the individual and his environment, human and non-human,

under many and varying conditions. "But this personality

and its development are pre-formed down to the deepest

instinctual structure, and this pre-formatIon, the work of

accumulated civilization, means that the diversities and

the autonomy of individual 'growth' are secondary phenomena.

The reality of the "unique individual" depends on the "scope,

1Ibid., p. 258.

2Ibid., p. 258.

3Ibid., p. 252.
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form, and effectiveness of the repressive oontrols prevalent

at the given stage of civilization."1 At our present stage

the personality tends toward a conformist reaction pattern

which is established by the hierarchy of power whioh func

tions by means of its technical. Intellectual, and cultural

apparatus. The analyst and his patient share in this aliena

tion. Furthermore, this alienation does not become apparent

as a neurotic symptom, but rather as the hallmark of "mental

health" simply because it accords with the standards of the

performance principle. When the process of alienation Is

discussed by Fromm, it is usually not treated as the whole

that it Is, but rather as only a negative aspect of the

whole. In such a repressive culture, "personality has not

disappeared: it continues to flower and is even fostered

and educated—but In such a way that the expressions of per

sonality fit and sustain perfectly the socially desired pat

tern of behavior and thought."2 This failure by Fromm and

the other revisionists to recognize the actual state of

alienation turns their concepts of individuality and inter

personal relationships into mere ideology. In contrast,

Freud, with his biological view of man, makes the deeper

cut. For Freud the "mature person" and his "interpersonal

relationships" are derivatives and appearances of the general

!lbid., p. 252.

2Ibid., p. 253.
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fate. "The general repressiveness shapes the Individual and

universalizes even his most personal features. Accordingly,

Freud's theory is consistently oriented on early infancy—

the formative period of the universal fate in the Individual."

"The subsequent mature relations 'recreate* the formative

ones."1

3) Contrasting Views of the Oedlpal Complex

A similar transition can be seen in Fromm's treatment

of the Oedipus complex. Fromm alters the meaning of the in

cest wish from one of "sexual craving" to the desire to re

main protected and secure. We live with and from the mother,

and in part we desire to remain under her protection. But

the desire for freedom and independence wars with the desire

to remain a protected child. Marcuse comments that this

"ideological" interpretation of the Oedipus complex "implies

acceptance of the unhappiness of freedom, of its separation

from satisfaction."2 In contrast, Freud's theory "implies

that the Oedipus wish is the eternal infantile protest

against this separation." The Oedipus wish is a desire for

freedom, but it is "freedom from want" that is desired.

"Since the (unrepressed) sex instinct is the biological

'"Ibid., pp. 253-254.

8Ibid., p. 269.

5Ibid., p. 269.
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carrier of this archetype of freedom, the Oedipus wish is

essentially 'sexual craving.' Its natural object is, not

simply the mother qua mother, but the mother qua woman—female

principle of gratification."1 Here Eros, seeking gratifica

tion, rest, and integral satisfaction oomes nearest to the

death instinct (return to the womb), the pleasure principle

nearest to the Nirvana principle. Here Eros flghta its first

battle against everything the reality principle stands for:

"against the father, against domination, sublimation, resig

nation."2 It Is this "sexual craving" for the mother-

woman that makes the Oedipus conflict the prototype of the

instinctual conflicts between the Individual and his society.

"If the Oedipus wish were in essence nothing more than the

wish for protection and security ('escape from freedom'), if

the child desired only impermissible security and not Imper

missible pleasure, then the Oedipus complex would Indeed

present an essentially educational problem. As such, it can

be treated without exposing the instinctual danger zones of

society."3

For Freud the "higher" values of culture have been

achieved at great cost to the individual. Consequently, the

1Ibid., p. 270.

2Ibid., p. 270.

5Ibid., p. 270.
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psychoanalyst should be careful In his preaching of these

values without revealing their forbidden content. Fromm,

according to Marcuse, does not heed this warning. He pro

claims the "higher" values such as love and self-realization

as though they were comparatively simple possibilities. For

example, Fromm speaks of genuine love as rooted In productive

ness. Its essence Is the same whether It is the mother's

love for the child, our love for man, or the erotic love be

tween two Individuals. In any of these relationships, pro

ductive love will manifest Itself as care, responsibility,

respect, and knowledge.1 However, in this description,

there is no analysis of "the instinctual ground and under

ground of love, of the long and painful process in which

sexuality with all its polymorphous perversity is tamed and

inhibited until it ultimately becomes susceptible to fusion

with tenderness and affection—a fusion which remains pre-

ti2carious and never quite overcomes its destructive elements.

According to Freud, love in our culture can only be practiced

as "aim-Inhibited sexuality" with all of the inhibitions that

a monogamic-patriarchal society can place upon it. Beyond

carefully controlled manifestations, love is destructive to

the fabric of the existing society. Consequently Freud

^rich Fromm, Man for Hlmaelf, p. 98.

2Herbert Marcuse, Eros and Civilization, p. 263.
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pessimistically concludes that "There is no longer any place

in present-day civilized life for a simple natural love be-
nl

tween two human beings."

d. S"""naTV Critique of Fromm from the Freudian Viewpoint

The substance of Freud's psychoanalytic theory lies

In the description of the vicissitudes of the basic instincts

of sex and aggression. Only the study of these instinctual

dynamics can reveal the full depth of the repression which

civilization Imposes upon man. Fromm on the other hand

greatly reduces the role of these instinctual drivea, and
consequently, if sexuality does not play the constitutional

role that Freud gave to It, then there is no necessary con

flict between the pleasure principle and the reality princi

ple. "Man's Instinctual nature Is 'purified' and qualified
to attain, without mutilation, socially useful and recognized

happiness."2 Freud, however, saw in sexuality the full ex

pression of the pleasure principle, and thereby he was able

to discover "the common roots of the 'general' as well as

neurotic unhappiness in a depth far below all Individual ex

perience, and to recognize a primary 'constitutional' repres

sion underlying all consciously experienced and administered

^igmund Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents,
p. 77 note.

Ibid., p. 267.
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repression."1 Freud took this view much too seriously "to
identify happiness with its efficient sublimation in produo

tive love and other productive activities."2 He maintained

throughout his writings that there was a great gap between

the real freedom and happiness of Instinctual satisfaction

and the pseudo freedom and happiness that are practiced and

preached in a repressive civilization.

Fromm, however, revives idealistic ethics as if Freud

had never demonstrated their conformist and repressive fea

tures. "He speaks of the produotive realization of the per

sonality, of care, responsibility, and respect for one's

fellow men, of productive love and happiness—aa if man

could actually practice all this and still remain aane and

full of 'well-being' in a society which Fromm himself de

scribes as one of total alienation, dominated by the com

modity relations of the market."3 Self realization in our
society can only occur when its alms are redefined in order

to become compatible with the prevailing unfreedom and un-

happiness. Productiveness, love, and responsibility become

"values" only in so far as "they contain manageable resigna

tion and are practiced within the framework of socially useful

^•Ibld., p. 267.

2Ibid., p. 267.

3Ibid., pp. 258-259.
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activities (in other words, after repressive sublimation);

and then they Involve the effective denial of free produc

tiveness and responsibility—the renunciation of happiness."

According to Fromm, man's health and survival depends

on man's "ability to take himself, his life and happiness

seriously; on his willingness to face his and his society's

moral problem. It rests upon his courage to be himself and

to be for himself."2 Marcuse declares that such an injunc

tion is pointless and deceptive in contemporary civilization.

"In a period of totalitarianism, when the individual has so

entirely become the subject-object of manipulation that, for

the 'healthy and normal* person, even the idea of a distinc

tion between being 'for himself and 'for others' has become

meaningless, in a period when the omnipotent apparatus

punishes real non-conformity with ridicule and defeat—in

such a situation the Neo Freudian philosopher tells the in

dividual to be himself and for himself."3 To Fromm and the

other revisionists, the repressions of the society become

transformed into moral problems. Neurosis becomes, in the

last analysis, a symptom of moral failure and the psycho

analytic "cure of the soul" becomes an education in the

!lbid., p. 259.

2Erich Fromm, Man for Himself, p. 250.

3Herbert Marcuse, Eros and Civilization, p. 266.
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attainment of a "religious attitude."1.

In summary Marcuse points out how Fromm and other

Neo-Freudians have reversed the direotion of the Freudian

critique. They have shifted the emphasis from the organism

to the personality, from the material foundations to the

ideal values. This cultural orientation encounters the in

stitutions and relations of soolety as finished products.

Their acceptance in this form shifts the psychological empha

sis from infancy to maturity, for only at the level of de

veloped consciousness does culture become a determining fac

tor of personality above the biological level. Conversely,

only by playing down the biological factors, by the mutila

tion of the instinct theory, is the personality definable

in terms of the objective cultural valuea. "In order to

present these values as freedom and fulfillment, they have

to be purged of the material of which they are made, and

the struggle for their realization has to be turned into a

spiritual and moral struggle."2 Fromm does not Insist, as

did Freud, on the enduring truth value of the instinctual

needs which must be "broken" to enable the human being to

function in interpersonal relations. By abandoning the In

stinctual base, Marcuse declares that Fromm and the other

•'•Erich Fromm, Psychoanalysis and Religion, p.76.

2Herbert Marcuse, Eros and Civilization, p. 274.
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Neo-Freudians also abandon the foundation from which psycho

analysis makes its critique of society. They yield to the

negative features of the very reality principle which they

so eloquently criticize. Consequently, their critiques are

deceptive and their solutions too easy.

3. Fromm's Rebuttal of Marcuse

a. Love Is Possible In Our Culture

In rebuttal to the preceding arguments, Fromm Insists

that Marcuse neglects the "human factor" and that he betrays

a certain "callousness towards moral values." He further

states that it is Marcuse's thesis that anyone who studies

the conditions for happiness and love is betraying radical

thought. Marcuse answers, however, that Fromm and the other

revisionists do not really study the conditions for "happi

ness and love." Marcuse counters that it is not Fromm's

values that he finds spurious but the context in which they

are defined and proclaimed. "They are defined by Fromm in

terms of positive thinking which leaves the negative where

it is—predominant over human existence."1 Fromm maintains

that his concept of "productive love" rejects adjustment to

"alienated society." But this is precisely what Marcuse

xHerbert Marcuse, "A Reply to Erich Fromm," Dissent,
Winter, 1956, p. 81.
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questions. He thinks that Fromm's concepts participate in

the alienation and his remedies for it are shallow and de

ceptive.

Fromm, on the other hand, does not regard his point

of view as merely capable of rendering a surface critique

of our oulture. At the same time he believes that genuine

love and Integrity are possibilities, albeit rare ones, with

in the framework of the capitalistic system. A salesman of

a useless commodity cannot function without lying, but a

skilled worker, farmer, physician, and many types of business

men can try to practice love without ceasing to function

economically. Even if the principle of capitalism is incom

patible with love, there is still a large measure of free

dom in relation to its structure. In saying this, however,

Fromm does not wish "to imply that we can expect the present

social system to continue indefinitely, and at the same time

to hope for the realization of the Ideal of love for one's

brother."1 Love is a marginal phenomenon in our society,

and consequently people capable of love are necessarily the

exceptions. Therefore, "those who are seriously concerned

with love as the only rational answer to the problem of

human existence must, then, arrive at the conclusion that

Important and radical changes in our social structure are

^rich Fromm, The Art of Loving, p. 132.
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necessary, if love is to become a social and not a highly

individualistic, marginal phenomenon."!

Marcuse has insisted that there cannot be any love,

Integrity, or inner strength in an alienated society. They

can only be raised to an ideological level and thereby In

crease alienation by spiritually disguising it. Marcuse

declares that any person who has Integrity and is capable

of love and happiness, In present-day capitalistic society,

must either become a martyr or insane. Fromm agrees with

Marcuse that the society is one of alienation in which the

humanistic goals of happiness and Individuality are rarely

realized. But he disagrees with the view that these quali

ties are completely non-existent in our society, that to

analyze their nature and conditions for development is

merely ideological, and that to encourage their practice

means to preach adjustment.2 If love is an ideology, de

clares Fromm, then so is hatred. "Would Marcuse claim that

hate, destructlveness, sadism, is an Ideology? Obviously

not. The only controversy which might arise is whether one

explains them as being rooted in the sexual instinct, in

the death instinct, or in other fundamental factors of human

^•Ibid., p. 132.

^rich Fromm, "The Human Implications of Instlnc-
tivistlc 'Radicalism'," Dissent, Fall, 1955, p. 349.
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existence nl

h. Fromm's View Historical and Existential Rather than

Biological

Fromm obviously roots love and hatred In other factors

than does Freud and Marcuse. He prefers the Marxian posi

tion of an historical materialism over against that of

Freud's biological materialism. According to Fromm, Freud's

libido theory has been "overcome by Marx's historical ma

terialism, in which the activity of the total personality

in his relations to nature and to other members of society

is the Archimedian point from which history and social

changea are explained."2 Such a position Fromm declares is

not "ideological" but is based on the specific conditions

of human existence. "Man, having awareness of himself, has

transcended the natural world; he is life aware of itself.

At the same time he remains a part of nature, and from this

contradiction follow his basic passions and strivings, the

need to relate himself to others, the need to transcend his

own role as a creature by creating (or destroying), the need

to have a sense of identity and a frame of orientation or

devotion."3 The way in which these specifically human needs

1Ibid., p. 349.

2Ibid., p. 344.

3Ibid., pp. 344-345.
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are met oreates the difference between sickness and health.

The fulfillment of the basic instinctual needs, including

the sexual, Is not a sufficient condition for happineas or

even for sanity. The conoept of "human existenoe" ia not

less real than that of the instincts, and it is not ideal

istic. "It is broader and conceived in terms of activity

and practice—rather than of a specific physiological aub-
astanoe.

o. Differing Evaluations of the Sexual Drive

The argument between Fromm and Marcuse comes down to

differing evaluationa of the strength and algnificance of

the sexual drives. This is illustrated by their contrast

ing interpretations of the place of sexuality in Freud's

psychology. The argument centers around three basic points
which Fromm asserts are fundamental tenets of Freud's thought

and which Marcuse denies. They are 1) that happiness re

sides in the satisfaction of the sexual Instinct, 2) that

love In its essence Is sexual desire, and 3) that man has

an Inherent wish for unlimited sexual satisfaction. Fromm

writes that "happiness for Freud, is satisfaction of the

sexual instinct, specifically of the wish for free access to

all available females."2 Primitive man, according to Freud,

!lbld., p. 345.

2Ibid., p. M2.
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has to cope with comparatively few restrictions while satis

fying these basic drives. Furthermore, be can give vent to

his aggreaaion in ways which have been outlawed by more

civilized communities. It Is the repression of these power

ful instinctual urges which gives rise to the growth of

civilizations and at the same time to an Increasing incidence

of neurosis. According to Freud, "Civilized man haa exchanged

some part of his chances of happiness for a measure of

•security;t"1 Consequently, the emancipation of man lies in

the complete and unrestricted satisfaction of his unlimited

sexual desires.

Marcuse, however, argues that far from identifying

happiness with the "unrestricted satisfaction" of the sexual
instinct, Freud held that "unrestricted sexual liberty from

the beginning" results in a lack of full satisfaction. Fur

thermore, the "value" of erotic needs "instantly sinks as

satisfaction becomes readily obtainable." He considered the

"strange possibility" that "something in the nature of the

sexual instinct is unfavorable to the achievement of absolute

satisfaction."2 Furthermore, Freud did not define the

"essence" of love as sexual desire, but as the Inhibition

^•Sigmund Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents,

2Sigmund Freud, Collected Papers, Vol. IV, trans,
by Joan Riviere (London: Hogarth Press, 1956), p. 213 f.

p. 92.
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and sublimation of sexual desire by tenderness and affection.

He saw in this "fusion" one of the greatest achievements of

civilization. "Consequently," Marcuse writes, "Freud could

not have had the 'idea' (and I did not) that 'the emancipa

tion of man lies in the complete and unrestricted satisfac

tion of his sexual desire.'"1

Fromm, however, answers by giving several quotes from

Freud's writings to prove his points.2 1) Happiness is

found in the satisfaction of the sexual instinct; he quotes

from Freud: "Man having found by experience that sexual

(genital) love afforded him his greatest satisfaction, so

that it became in effeot a prototype of all happiness to

him, must have been thereby Impelled to seek his happiness

further along the path of sexual relations, to make genital

erotism the central point of his life."3 Furthermore,

primitive man "knew nothing of any restrictions on his in

stincts."4 Therefore he could enjoy his happiness more than

civilized man but not for any length of time. 2) Love is

in its essence sexual desire. Fromm quotes from Freud:

Herbert Marcuse, "A Reply to Erich Fromm," Dissent,
Winter, 1956, p. 79.

2Erich Fromm, "A Counter-Rebuttal," Dissent, Winter,
1956, p. 82.

5Slgmund Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents, p. 69.

4Ibid., pp. 91-92.
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"Love with an inhibited aim was originally full sensual love

and in men's unconsolous minds Is so still."1 3) Man has

an inherent wish for "unlimited" sexual satisfaction. Freud

writes, "suppose that personal rights to material goods are

dons away with, there still remain prerogatives In sexual

relationships which must arouse the strongest ranoour and

most violent enmity among men and women who are otherwise

equal."2 This last quotation appears more ambiguous than

the former two. This is caused by Fromm's use of the word

•unlimited" in contrast to Freud's use of "strongest ran

cour" and "most violent enmity" over sexual deprivation.

The use of the word "unlimited" is extravagant on the part

of Fromm, but the quotations from Freud do indicate the

very great significance he attributes to sexual power.

Furthermore, Marcuse omits to say what Freud meant

by his statement that there is something in the nature of

the sexual Instinct which "is unfavorable to the achievement

of absolute gratification." Marcuse fails to mention that

in the very same paper Freud explains what he means by this.

Freud believes that the full satisfaction of the sexual in

stinct is possible only if its sadistic and coprophilic

components are satisfied. This is not possible in marital

•'•Ibid., p. 71.

2Ibld., p. 89.
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love because a man who respects his wife must necessarily

frustrate these desires. In a closing paragraph of the same

paper Freud states his basic thesis very clearly. "It is

not possible for the claims of the sexual instinct to be

reconciled with the demands of culture."1 Therefore, renun

ciation, suffering, and possibly extinction "are not to be

eluded by the race of man."2 This gloomy prognosis results

from the peculiarities developed by the sexual instinct

under the pressure of culture. On the other hand, "thia

very incapacity in the sexual Instinct to yield full satis

faction as soon as it submits to the first demands of cul

ture becooes the source ... of the grandest cultural

achievements, which are brought to birth by ever greater

sublimation of the components of the sexual instinct."3

Freud's thesis is that primitive man enjoys a greater

amount of happiness than civilized man because he is not

susceptible to as much sexual repression as the latter. By

the very fact that man stood erect, there was already a nec

essity for a certain amount of sexual repression, the denial

of the coprophilic components, which prevented man from the

attainment of full sexual happiness. "Freud's point is not

^igmund Freud, Collected Papers, Vol. IV, p. 216.
2-r-2Ibid., p. 216.

5Ibid., p. 216.
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to doubt that genital satisfaction is the source of happi

ness, but that man can never be quite happy because any kind

of civilization forces him to frustrate the full satisfac

tion of his genital desires, especially the sadlatlo and

ooprophlllo components."1

Fromm, in contrast, does not believe that the instincts

play such an overwhelming role In the life of man. When the

Instincts are constantly frustrated, then they obviously do

become important, but this frustration is not a cumulative

cultural process which eventually erupta in savage fury.

Much more important for man's individual and social happi

ness, according to Fromm, is man's transcendence over the

biological, his need for life orientation, rational direc

tion, and loving relationships to overcome his sense of Iso

lation. When man has in some way failed in these dimensions,

then disruption and loss of meaning comes to the aoclal life

of man.

!Erich Fromm, "A Counter-Rebuttal," Dissent, Winter,
1956, p. 83.
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...m.,.-.... -....V..*-.

CHAPTER VI

A SYMPOSIUM ON FROMM'S VIEWS OF LOVE

1. A Comparison between Fromm. Niebuhr, and Marouse

So far In this essay, I have presented the basic as

pects of Fromm's psychology. This was followed by a Chris

tian critique of Fromm's thought mainly by Reinhold Niebuhr,

and this in turn was followed by a chapter presenting a

Freudian critique of Fromm baaed on Herbert Marcuse's analy

sis. I would now like to extend this discussion by intro

ducing a few personal comments on this debate and also to

enlarge the evaluation by further commentary on Fromm's views

of the human situation, self love, and love of neighbor.

a. The Inadequacy of the Freudian Interpretation of

Culture and Symbols

First of all, I would like to continue the discussion

between Fromm and Marcuse in order to gain a clearer percep

tion of their similarities and differences in their con

trasting interpretations of man and culture. Marcuse accepts

the standard Freudian view that culture results from the re

pression of childhood sexuality. According to this theory,

the natural polymorphous perversity of the libido in
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ohildhood is oonstrioted Into specific body zones during the

first five years of life. This brings about the familiar

oral, anal, and genital developments of the libido. Repres

sion of polymorphous instinctual gratification leads to

the sublimation of libido into culturally acceptable forms.

The sublimation of primary aexual energy providea the basic

vitality for sustaining the higher life of culture.

Man, the animal that symbolizes, is actually the ani

mal that sublimates. He replaces real gratification of the

instincts with symbolical gratification. As Norman Brown

comments, "The animal symbolicum is man enaoting fantasies,

man still unable to find a path to real instinctual grati

fication, and therefore still caught in the dream solution

discovered In infancy."1 In the oral phase the dream of

union with the mother manifests itself in the substitute

gratification of thumbsuoking. Similarly, the retention or

release of the feces provides the baais for symbolic manipu

lation in the child's relation to the parent. And finally

during the genital stage, infantile sexuality reaches its

catastrophic climax with the castration complex. At this

point the child gives up the body, but not the fantasies.

"Nonbodily cultural objects (sublimations) inherit the

fantasies, and thus man in oulture, Homo subllmus, Is man

Gorman 0. Brown, Life Against Death (Middletown:
9sleyan U. Press, 1959), p. 168.
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dreaming while awake (Charles Lamb's definition of the

poet.)"1
According to orthodox Freudian interpretation, the

preceding analysis describes the basio dynamics of culture

formation. It rests mainly on the repression of primary

instinctual drivea and the symbolic substitution for such

gratification in the fantasy life of man. As suggestive as

this view may be, it appeara to this writer excessively nar

row in both its concept of repression and Its interpretation

of symbol formation.

Even though man has developed the symbolic processes

to the highest degree known in the animal kingdom, he is

hardly the only creature that undergoes prohibition and

frustration during Infancy. Everyday observation enables

one to see a mother bird or cat warning their young or keep

ing them from this or that. The admonitions may not always

revolve around breast feeding and toilet training, but then

this is hardly the sole area for frustration in childhood

either. One may then wonder just why It is that only in the

human psyche prohibition causes repression and aubstitute

gratification by means of symbols. One would think that at

this point the Freudians would at least mention the greater

capacity of the human psyche for creating symbols over that

1Ibid., p. 168.
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of animals with less natural intelligence. Perhaps suoh a

fact is too obvious to mention, but this ia unfortunate for

it creates the impression that the explanation for the vast

and divine panorama of symbols and cultures can be exhausted

by recourse to the mysteries of repression, the vagaries of

sublimation, and free floating libido.

The mechanism of repression is no doubt a very active

factor in human behavior but it is hardly the sole explana

tory principle in the development of symbols and culture.

One might cite the very simple fact that during the course

of its evolution, the life prooess developed vision. And

this has resulted in a capacity for certain image impres

sions on the primal mind. I would suggest that at least

one other basis for symbols lies in this early animal

capacity to receive images from the external world.

Furthermore, such writers as Sinnott and Progoff

suggest a much wider base for symbol formation when they

escribe a goal seeking and an image forming capacity to the

most primitive protoplasmic structures. Slnnott writes

that "the protoplasmic pattern Immanent in the egg or in any

cell, to which the various stages in development and finally

the structure of the mature individual will conform, is the

prototype of a purpose, and finally of an idea, that is

immanent in the cells of the brain."1 Sinnott indicates the

Edmund Sinnott, Matter, Mind and Man (New York:
Harper and Bros., 1957), p. 91.
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stages by which the purposes that are eventually pursued by

the conscious aotivity of man have emerged from their latent

potential in the very structure of the egg. On the level

of consciousness, they are expressed as an idea, but the

biological basis of the idea is always in the nonconscious

unfolding of the "protoplasmic pattern."

Progoff comments that these "ideas" which are the

crystallization of the primary purposes working in the "egg"

might better be described as images. "The bird building

Its nest has no idea of what it Is doing, but it can truly

be said that an Image belonging not to the mind as such,

but to the organism as a whole, is drawing the prooess of

nest building forward."1 This process of image formation,

of imagination, is much more extensive than the fantasy life

resulting from repression as conceived by such Freudians as

Marcuse and Brown. "It is an integral part of, indeed is an

essential instrument of the basic protoplasmic process of

man."2

On the level of human mentation, this purposive and

formative tendency inherent In the life process manifests

Itself In two different ways. "One is self-conscious aware

ness. The other is the spontaneous expression of the goals

1Ira Progoff, Depth Psychology and Modern Man (New
York: Julian Press, 1959), p. 124.

2Ibid., p. 125.
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1

that are latent in the living stuff of personality." It

becomes manifest as a continuous process of image-making

which takes plaoe at the deepest levels of the psyche. This

represents the psychological side of the life process "by

which the human organism grows toward the form and goal of

his individuality."2 At this point we should perhaps be a

bit cautious concerning the definiteness of this image of

growth, for certainly the effect of environment on human

plasticity oan lead to very complex results. But at least

this perspective offers a wider basis for the consideration

of the symbol and culture forming process than doea the re

ductionist Freudian view.

b. A Critique of the Freudian View of Repression and

Sublimation

Marcuse has criticized Fromm for offering only a sur

face oritique of contemporary culture, In contrast to the

Freudian depth analysis based on the instincts. But I have

been trying to indicate that perhaps there is another type

of "depth psychology" which offers a much wider and deeper

basis for the prooess of symbolization. Undoubtedly the

Freudians would label this as another "spiritualistic" inter

pretation. But one might hold to this "spiritual" view and

1Ibld., p. 124.

2Ibid., p. 125.
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still attack the Freudians for not being "physiological"'

enough. For although they claim to base their views on the

vicissitudes of the instinctual life of man, they do so with

little regard for the physiologioal functioning of the vari

ous organs involved. Consequently the process of sublima

tion is supposed to bring about a desexualization of the

polymorphous perversity of the entire body with a consequent

increase of libido concentration in the genital area. Sup

posedly this Is over and above the normal sexual pleasure

that might result there from the physiological production of

the sexual hormones. But then on what basis do the Freudians

explain the pleasure that women receive from the caressing

and the sucking of their breasts? Does this mean that by

some mysterious prooess the woman sublimates a greater

amount of her sexual energy to the vicinity of her breasts

than does a man, or does it mean that there is a closer

neurological connection between the breasts and the whole

life giving process in the woman over against that of man?

The latter reason seems by far the most plausible. And If

It Is possible to explain thia greater pleasure In the

breasts of a woman over against that of man from their dif

fering neurological structures, then might it not also be

possible to explain the high degree of pleasure received

from the genital region in both men and women on the founda

tion of the underlying neurological structures rather than
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on some hypothetical concentration of libido?

Marcuse maintains that because of repression the human

animal loses the overall body sexuality that would be his

without such repression. The consequences of this are that

even the so called normal man prefers genital sexuality to

overall sexual tone for the body. But if this theory is

true, then in terms of Freudian theory, the varioua unin

hibited non-human animals should exhibit polymorphous forms

of sexuality rather than having their sexuality too closely

geared to genital sexuality. But do we find this to be true?

It appears that just the opposite is the case. By and large,

the lower we go in the animal scale, the more pronounced

become the Instinctual determinants for mating, that is for

genital expression only. For example, in lower mammals like

the rat, there appears to be a very direct pattern followed

by the genital mating instinct. When a male rat that has

been reared in i8olatlon since puberty is placed In a cage

with a female rat, a stereotyped sexual pattern follows

within a very short time.1 "There is no doubt that the rat,

in addition to its sex drive and its sexual reflexes as such

which are obviously unlearned, has an unlearned pattern of

Gorman L. Munn, Psyc
Press, 1946), pp. 212-213; F. A.
Copulatory Behavior of Male Rats Raised in Isolation, Co
habitation, and Segregation," Journal of Genetic Psychology.
1942, 69, pp. 121-136.

(Cambridge: Riverside
ach, "Comparison of
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behavior with which to satisfy the drive."1

The mating of monkeys is less stereotyped than the

rat, and when the level of the higher apes is reached it is

somewhat doubtful as to whether a mating instinct any longer

exists. The chimpanzee, like the rat, has a strong sex

drive, and it has several reflexes assooiated with this

drive. But there no longer seems to be a standard pattern

of either sexual approach or of copulatory position. Studies

of chimpanzeea from an early age to adulthood have shown

that mating develops from a trial-and-error manner out of

play behavior. The pattern which finally develops, includ

ing the position used, differs markedly from one animal to

another and In the same animal from time to time.''

For quite obvious reasons, no direct observations of

a similar nature have been carried out with human subjects.

However, there is every reason to suppose that learning would

be even more In evidence than in the chimpanzees. The varie

ties of human sexual behavior are so extensive that sexolo

gists have written many volumea on them. We can safely con

clude therefore that man has a comparatively unlearned

sexual drive and unlearned sexual responses of the reflex

iIbid., p. 213.

2H. C. Bingham, "Sex Development In Apes," Comparative
Psychological Monogram, 1928, no. 23, p. 165.
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variety. It is very doubtful that he has a thoroughly deter

mined genital mating instinct such as has the rat.

What then ia the relevance of such findings to the

debate between Marcuse and Fromm? It seems to point out

this basic fact: that man, far from being the least poly

morphous of the animals, is perhaps the most polymorphous,

and this is the case not Just in his childhood but through

out the years of his adult sexual expression. The lower

animals rather than having le88 "libido" concentrated in

their genitals apparently are mare genitally determined.

Consequently, the arguments presented by Freud and Marcuse

that childhood repression leads to concentrated genital ex

pression is refuted by the comparatively non-repressive,

but highly organized genital expression of sexuality in

rats. This Indicates that the apparently "tough minded"

depth psychology of Freud and Marcuse is lacking the In

stinctual foundation that it has claimed for itself. This

position does not deny the Importance of many of the Freudian

Insights Into childhood sexuality, but It does indicate

their limitations as total explanatory principles of man and

his culture. Furthermore, the results of these laboratory

findings point toward the accuracy of Fromm's general state

ment about man. "Human existence begins when the lack of

fixation of action by instincts exceeds a certain point;

when the adaptation to nature loses its coercive character;
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when the way to aot is no longer fixed by hereditarily given

Nlmechanisms.

o. A Critique of Marouse's Utoplanlam

In passing, one further inconsistency between the cul

tural presuppositions of Freud and Marcuse should be mentioned.

Marcuse remarks that utopia was and is a possibility at two

possible points In human history. One point is at the very

early, primitive, matriarchal cultures such as that of the

Arapesh. As we have previously mentioned, the Arapesh world

is comparatively free of domination and exploitation. The

experience of the world is that of a "garden" in which vari

ous things including human beings can grow. It is an atti

tude "that experiences man and nature as joined In a non-

repressive and still functioning order."2 The other possi
bility for utopia Is In the present or near future when

technological civilization reaches Its full height. We can,

then, according to Marcuse, reduce the number of monotonous

working hours to approximately four per day and spend the

rest of our time in spontaneous play.

Such a view rests, of course, on the Freudian view

of culture as resulting from repression. But It Is inter

esting to note that the Freudian view of primitive non-re-

!Erich Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p. 32.

2Herbert Marcuse, Eros and Civilization, p. 216.
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presslve culture is quite different than that presented by

the Arapesh. A powerful patriarchal father retaining all

of the women of the tribe for himself and finally being

killed out of a jealous Incestuous rage by hia sons is

hardly a Utopian portrayal of pre-civilized life. It dif

fers markedly from the "garden" picture presented by the

Arapesh. Consequently, Freud could not possibly look for

ward to a time when such emotions would again be expressed

in an uninhibited way. Undoubtedly, primitive tribes did

exist with emotional patterns as gentle as the Arapesh and

others were probably as hostile as those that Freud de

scribes. But the reason for the difference could be found

In many factors other than In the free play or Inhibition

of sexual aims. For example men who must hunt for food and

clothing are quite likely to produce a different culture

with more aggressive emotions expressed In it than those who

can grow things in a garden. Consequently, it is not neces

sarily true, even from the Freudian point of view, that

Marcuse's sexual revolution would bring in a promised utopia

in the future which would be similar in tone to the admired

Arapesh.

Freudians like Marcuse are too reductive. Just as

the Medieval theologian could discover some trace of the

Trinity in most natural objects, so do such Freudians find

some evidence for sexuality almost everywhere. They attempt
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to explain all social and spiritual experience by something

less. For example, after reading Marcuse's book, one would

think that the serious problem of over-population, as well

as that of Industrialization, has been brought about by the

excessive repression and concentration of libido in the

genitals, and that therefore its solution can be brought

about by a return to polymorphous perversity. Or on read

ing Norman Brown, one gains the impression that the many

complex forms of interpersonal, international, and inter

racial aggression can be reduced to some displacement of

anal sadism. Such Freudians would do well to remember that

a perusal of man from the perspective of his "dash-hole

hardly comprises a study of the "whole" man.

For the Freudians, the many energies of culture de

pend on the sublimation of sexual energy. But again, the

Freudians make very little mention of the differences In

mental capacities for creating cultural products. Why for

example, does the process of sublimation in myself produce

no music, while In Beethoven or Mahler, It produces tremen

dous symphonies? Or why do the specific musical tones dif

fer in expression and quality between the two artists? Is

this all explained by some displaced sexual energy in the

brain or in the ears? When pushed, these cherished notions

appear absurd.

Furthermore, Marcuse's Utopian ideas for open and
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unrestrained sexual activity are brought to a different and

perhaps "all too happy" result In Aldous Huxley's portrait

of the Brave New World. In this society people always get

what they want, and they are conditioned never to want what

they cannot get. They are well off, safe, and never ill.

They are without an awareness of death. They are not

plagued with mothera and fathers and they have no wives,

children, or lovers to feel strongly about. The sexual

code demands total promiscuity; the only taboo is against

a long and faithful relationship. The motto of such a so

ciety is, "When the individual feels the community reels."

In a sardonlo commentary on the religious authority figures

in the Brave Hew World, Huxley anticipatea with a quite dif

ferent meaning from that of Marcuse the industrial and aexual

revolutions commenced by Ford and Freud. Since Ford and

Freud are worshipped as incarnations of deity In this reli

gious dispensation, Huxley writes, "Our Ford—or Our Freud,

as, for some inscrutable reason, he chose to call himself

whenever he spoke of psychological matters—Our Freud had

been the first to reveal the appalling dangers of family

life. The world was full of fathers—was therefore full of

misery; full of mothers—therefore of every kind of perver

sion from sadism to chastity; full of "brothers, uncles,

aunts—full of madness and suicide." Consequently, the

^•Aldous Huxley, Brave New World (New York: Bantam
Books, 1952), p. 37.
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family unit and any warm family ties associated with them

have been abandoned in favor of artificial birth and condi

tioning processes.

Huxley's commentary on the relation of sexuality to

civilization is directly opposed to that of Freud. For

Freud, the processes of civilization Inevitably inhibits

free sexual expression. In his novel, Eyeless In Gaza,

Huxley presents the case for the opposite view.

"Civilization and sexuality," Anthony was saying:
"There'a a definite correlation. The higher the one,
the Intenser the other."

"My word," said Beppo, fizzling with pleasure, "we
must be civilized."

Anthony continues, "Civilization means food and
literature all round. -Beefsteaks and fiction maga
zines for all. First-class proteins for the body,
fourth-class love-stories for the spirit. And this
in a safe urban world, where there are no risks, no
physical fatigue. In a town like this, for example,
one can live for years at a time without being made
aware that there's such a thing as nature. Every
thing's man-made and punctual and convenient. But
people can have too much of convenience; they want
excitement, they v/ant risks and surprises. Where
are they going to find them under our dispensation?
In money-making, in politics, in occasional war, in
sport, and finally in sex. But most people can't be
speculators or active politicians; and war's getting
to be too mucn or a gooa thing; and tne more elaborate
and dangerous sports are only for the rich. So that

• sex is all that's left. As material civilization
rises, the Intensity and importance of sexuality also
rises. Must rise, inevitably."1

Huxley writes elsewhere that, "A3 political and economic

!Aldous Huxley, Eyeless in Gaza (New York:
Books, 1954), p. 192.

Bantam
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freedom diminishes, sexual freedom tends compensatingly to
.1

increase."

Huxley and Fromm are In agreement concerning the trends

in contemporary Western civilization. Both believe that the

values arising in a technical society are much more conducive

to f ostering the mentality of Brave New World than In promoting

Marcuse'8 utopia. "Fromm writes that the need for "immediate

consumption of commodities and the immediate consummation

of sexual desires Is coupled In the Brave New World, as in

our own. It is considered Immoral to keep one 'love' part

ner beyond a relatively short time. 'Love' Is short lived

sexual desire, which must be satisfied Immediately."2 The

ideal of modern man is to have no conflicts, no doubts, no

decisions which have to be made. He must be incessantly

busy, either through working or having fun. He must avoid

being alone at all costs. He feels no need to be aware of

himself, because he Is constantly absorbed In pleasure. He

is a system of desires which should find immediate satisfac

tion. He must work to fulfill his desires, and yet these

desires are constantly stimulated and directed by the econ

omic machine. "Most of these appetites are synthetic; even

^•Aldous Huxley, Brave New World, p. xvli.

^rich Fromm, "The Human Implications of Instlnctivla-
tic 'Radicalism,'" p. 346.
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sexual appetite Is by far not as 'natural' as It Is made out

to be. It is to some extent stimulated artificially, and

it needs to be if we want to have people as the contemporary

system needs them—people who feel 'happy,' who have no con-
it 1fliots, who are guided without the use of force.

Marcuse believes that If we give free play to our

sexual urges, we will rid ourselves of much of the destruc

tive guilt that results from repressive mores. However, in

Brave New World, we have a situation where the problem of

guilt is reversed. In this society, the inhabitants are con

ditioned to feel guilt only If the sexual relationship be

comes extended. Nor do we have to enter such an imaginary

future realm to see the possibility of such guilt. We have

a similar example among some American soldiers in Germany

at the close of World War II. At this time, sex was a

readily available commodity. Some soldiers felt guilt when

they Indulged in sexual relationships which were taboo in

terms of their previous moral and religious orientation. On

the other hand, the men who restrained themselves from such

indulgence frequently felt guilty because they did not main

tain the paoe of "virile manliness" set by the men who freely

indulged. These men were damned If they did and damned if

they didn't. The problem of guilt inevitably revolves about

the structures of authority and punishment, and these may

!lbid., p. 346.
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intrude upon sexual behavior In diverse and even opposite

ways.

d. Points of Agreement between Marcuse and Fromm

Actually, the solutions to the problems of society as

discussed by Fromm and Marcuse do not differ so widely in

all respects as the previous debate would Indicate. For

example, although Fromm's solutions to the problem of monot

onous labor in industry sound to Marcuse like superficial

•industrial psychology" and "scientific management," while

Marcuse's utopia begins to sound like Brave New World to

Fromm, still both men agree on many of the same fundamental

values, and it would be unfortunate If these similarities

were overlooked in the heat of debate. Marcuse only briefly

mentions the great economic and sociological changes that

would be required to bring about his cultural revolution,

but when he does so, he speaks of the "rational reorganiza

tion" of industry. Fromm's statements for such a reorganiza

tion may be naive, but he at least makes an attempt to out

line such a "rational reorganization." Since both men are

aooialistio, it does not appear likely that If Marcuse ex

plicitly stated his plans for altering pre3ent Industrial

methods in detail that they would differ radically from those

that Fromm has advocated.

Similarly, in the realm of sexuality, the differences,

although real, may again appear exaggerated. For certainly,
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Marcuse would repudiate an end result such as Brave New World

as readily as would Fromm. his concept of natural erotic

growth Is formulated with the hope of retaining the Joyful

sense of the body, rather than expending it in empty alienated

forms of labor or pleasure. Whether or not his theoretical

basis for this retention is as sound as he claims is open

to the questions that we have previously raised against

Freudian theory. On the other hand, Fromm's views are hardly

those of a repressed Puritan. He cites the need -for erotic

love whether it is expressed sexually or whether it is mani

fested in what he calls healthy or "productive" self-love.

In both men, there is this feeling for growth and joy in

the potentialities of man'a body and mind. In this matter,

as well as in those of industrial relations, both men seem

to be moving in similar directions even though Marcuse's

views appear as the more radical of the two.

e. Niebuhr's Critique of Utopianism Relevant to Both

Fromm and Marcuse

Perhaps one of the reasons why Fromm's writings appear

so Idealistic to Marcuse arises from Fromm's tendency to

write about productive love as though it were an unambiguous

possibility in our society. It is at this point that the

Niebuhrian critique becomes increasingly relevant over

against some of the more sweeping assertions made by Fromm

with regard to the potentialities of human nature. Oddly
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enough, the Niebuhrian critique of human nature ia even more

relevant when we consider the Utopian views of Marcuse. In

order to clarify the relation between these three men, let

us consider their positions with regard to man, first, as he

exists in contemporary society, and secondly, as he may be

come in some future society.

Niebuhr views the anxious and sinful creature around

him with compassion, but he constantly warns us of the po

tential destruotiveness arising out of man's precarious

capacity to freely transcend his natural bounds. For man

attempts to overcompensate for his anxiety by insisting on

various forms of certainty. These security mechanisms mani

fest themselves as authoritarian dogmatisms In which man

invests all the fervor of his private and collective egos.

Man wants to be more certain of himself than he has any

possibility of being. Consequently, he invests his emo

tional security in various forms of religious and political

structure which become dogmatic, divisive, and therefore

mutually destructive.

Fromm states practically the same thing only in the

psychoanalytic terminology of non-sexual incestuous bonds.

He Interprets destructive religious, political, and personal

behavior in terms of man's incapacity to free himself from

less mature forms of family and group life. When man does

realize his freedom, but finds himself alone in an alien
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world, he desires to "escape from freedom" and return to

less individualistic patterns of thought and action. But

Fromm also takes a mare affirmative view of human nature.

I have already indicated the worth of his affirmation over

against some of the more morbid Christian Interpretations

of man. Fromm believes in the essential goodness of man, in

his capacity to reach full freedom, and finally In man's

capacity to reach out in unselfish love for his fellow man.

But he frequently states this belief in very unambiguous,

optimistic declarations about the capacities of man. It is

this quality in his writing that both Niebuhr and Marcuse

find objectionable and idealistic. Peculiarly, it is this

affirmation of the basic goodness of man, that causes Fromm

to be such a severe critic of the existing economic and

political order. But it is also because of this optimism

that Fromm tends to overlook or to over-simplify man's elas

tic drive for power and his capacity for egoistic self-

deception.

Marcuse writes from a perspective that is most imbedded

in the naturalistic psychology of Freud. He interprets man's

activities within the framework of the pleasure principle,

the instincts, and their vlcclaitudes under the pressures of

civilization. He Is the most pessimistic of the three writ

ers when he considers the present state of man, and he se

verely criticizes Fromm for his "surface critique" of modern
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culture.

However, when the future possibilities of man'a

existence are considered, Marcuse becomes by far the most

Utopian. Fromm, while maintaining an optimistic view of

human nature, remains quite pessimistic about the future

state of man in society. He has tried to indicate some

roads to "communitarian" fulfillment, but at the close of

The Sane Society, he recognizes that the hour Is late and

that the hopes for new political, economic, and psychological

relationships are indeed slim. Furthermore, he recognizes

that even if the "sane society" were to become an actuality,

that only then would man be able to uncover the truly human

problems of living. Niebuhr, while recognizing the elements

of grandeur in man, remains the most skeptical of man's

efforts and pretensions in either the present or the future.

Apparently, the Christian critic by removing his "utopia"

to a point "above" or "after" history thereby allows him

self a more pessimistic, "tough minded" view of man on

earth.

Fromm emerges from this comparison a3 a humanist

standing between the supernaturalism of Niebuhr and the

naturalism of Marcuse. I have indicated by means of this

contrast with Niebuhr and Marcuse some aspects of Fromm's

view of the human situation that I consider valuable and

other aspects that I find over-simplified or Utopian. I
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would now like to concentrate In more critical detail on

Fromm's view of man's place In the modern world.

2. An Evaluation of Fromm's View

of the Human Situation

a. A Brief Critique of Fromm's "Normative" Description

of Man

One of the central concepts of Fromm's view of man

as It Is presented in his last major work, The Sane Society,

is that there are certain "normative" attributes in man.

According to Fromm, "the real problem is to infer the core

common to the whole human raoe from the Innumerable mani

festations of human nature, the normal as well as the patho

logical one3, as we can observe them in different individuals

and cultures. The task is furthermore to recognize the laws

inherent in human nature and the Inherent goals for its

development and unfolding."1 Fromm admits that "we cannot

yet give a satisfactory definition of man in a psychological

sense."2 He implies that whatever the psychic care of the

human race may be, It Is apparently not yet known. One may

then with good reason wonder how Fromm knows that such a

normative core exists, and in the opinion of Patrick

^Erlch Fromm, The Sane Society, p. 13.

2Ibid., p. 13.
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Mullahy, Fromm "does not and cannot know at this stage of

human knowledge."1 Mullahy declares that Fromm's "Soience
of Man" Is a philosophical doctrine going back to the

Greeks, particularly to Aristotle. And that it is generally

recognized today that "philosophic methods are not a rival
of, or substitute for, the methods and procedures of the

empirical sciences engaged in discovering matters of fact.

If there is a psychic core common to the human race, and

if it 1b discoverable, then the only reliable methods of
2

inquiry are those of the empirical sciences.

I would Join Mullahy in his wonderment of how Fromm

knows that there is such an essential core to human nature

despite the "innumerable manifestations" of human nature,
and I would wonder, furthermore, on just what basis Fromm

can speak of "the normal as wall as the pathological" mani
festations in individuals and cultures without clearly

analyzing his presuppositions. I disagree, however, with
Mullahy's strictures on ways of knowing man other than those

of the empirical sciences, particularly If these sciences

are narrowly defined. For the comparative sterility of aca

demic psychology up to Freud's discovery of unconscious

Patrick Mullahy, "Philosophical Anthropology and
Empirical Science," Psychiatry, Vol. 18, 1955, p. 400.

2Ibid., p. 400.
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factors was due to the reduction of most Investigations to

that whioh was empirically observable and measurable.

Rather than attempting a statement about the essential na

ture of man, which would be a very difficult task In the

light of the countless definitions that have been given of

man's "essence," I would rather at this point indicate the

limitations of a word symbol like "normative" #ien applied

to the non-symbolic living processes of human behavior. At

best we have only a word symbol which is different from and

can only in a very indirect way Indicate the very complicated

phenomena that are occurring. There is a tendency for such

a word to assume a kind of "essential"reality that exagger

ates the actual capacity of the symbol. I shall reserve

my own alternative to this approach until the final chapter.

b. The Ambiguity In Fromm's View of Man and Society

There 18 an ambiguity in Fromm's writings with regard

to his comments on 1) man as a produot of the social process

and 2) man as having an essential nature. This contrast be

comes particularly evident between his earlier writings

like Escape from Freedom and his later position of normative

humanism in The Sane Society. But the ambiguity is evident

even in his earlier expressions. For instance, in Escape

from Freedom, he writes, "Although there are certain needs,

such as hunger, thirst, sex, which are common to man, those

drives which make for the differences in men's characters,
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like love and hatred, the lust for power and the yearning

for submission, the enjoyment of sensuous pleasure and the

fear of It, are all products of the social process." But

certainly such a blanket remark needs some qualification or

at least some explication of the interrelationship between

man'a basic biological drives and the social process. Such

a statement is bound to draw down upon it the wrath of a

Freudian like Marcuse. And apparently it was meant to, for

Fromm's anti-Freudian polemic becomes evident in the next

sentenoe. "The most beautiful as well as the most ugly In

clinations of man are not part of a fixed and biologically

given nature, but result from the social process which cre

ates man.

1) Fromm's Critique of Freud's Relativism

Fromm maintains that the Freudian position based on

the repression of primary instinctual drives finally arrives

at a completely relatlvlstic view of man. For the cultural

agent within the Individual, namely the superego, is depen

dent on the specific repressive content of the particular

culture involved. Fromm apparently think3 that he counters

this trend when he gives to the social forces a quality of

creativity. "Society has not only a suppressing function—

!Erich Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p. 12.

2Ibld., p. 12.
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although It has that too—but it has also a creative func

tion. Man's nature, his passions, and anxieties are a cul

tural product."1

But is this not an ironic twist? For as Lionel

Trilling has commented, It Is Freud's Insistence on the in

stinctual base of man's activities that provides the means

for his cultural critique. Freud has reminded us that

"there is a hard, irreducible, stubborn core of biological

urgency, and biological necessity, and biologioal reason,

which culture cannot reach and which reserves the right,

which sooner or later it will exercise, to Judge the cul

ture end resist and revise it. It seems to me that whenever

we become aware of how entirely we are Involved In our cul

ture and how entirely controlled by it we believe ourselves

to be, destined and fated and foreordained by it, there

must come to us a certain sense of liberation when we remem

ber our biological selves."2

With this comment by Trilling, we have again come

round to the debate between Marcuse and Fromm. The

Freudians believe that their position, grounded In the in

stincts of man, gives them a sound leverage for a radical

critique of culture. Fromm, on the other hand, has accused

!lbid., p. 13.

2Lionel Trilling, Freud and the Crisis of Our Culture
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1955), p. 54.
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the Freudians of cultural and ethical relativism. Thia cer-^

talnly appears bewildering when we consider the great sig

nificance that Fromm attaches to the oultural processes. Be

fore going on to analyze Fromm's position, I would like to

repeat my general position with regard to the Freudians. I

would grant the significance of instinctual factors in human

life, but I would not grant them the overwhelming signifi

cance attributed to them by the Freudian school. I hope

that I have at least indicated soma of the shortcomings of

the Freudian position in the preceding commentary. This

would apparently place the writer in the camp of Fromm and

the other Neo-Freudians. But let us continue the investiga

tion to see If such a result does actually ensue.

2. Fromm Even More Relatlvlstic than Freud: Man aB

a Social Product

In his eagerness to disprove the relatlvlstic impli

cations of the Freudian instinct theory, Fromm goes to the

opposite extreme by describing the nature of man as a product

of culture. But such a position is even more relatlvlstic

than the Freudian. For the Freudians claim that there are

at least some biological elements in the nature of man that

cannot be altered by man's cultural developments. But If

this is not so, then the possibilities for man become even

more Infinite. Rather than countering the cultural rela

tivism of Freud, this position of Fromm makes it even more
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apparent. At this point, the moral problem becomes severe;

there Is no fixed point for Judgment and evaluation of the

behavior of man. Fromm then, It appears, precipitates the

very problem that he sought to avoid. He becomes even more

relatlvlstic than the Freudians.

3) Fromm Inadequately Relates the Social Process

to His View of Essential Human Nature

But this Is certainly a very lopsided view of what

Fromm has attempted to communicate to modern man. Coupled

with his insistence on man's nature as a cultural product,

he haa declared that there are essential qualities in man

himself that are normative and good. Fromm agrees with

those philosophers who have believed that the nature of man

was essentially good and that hostility is a product of the

circumstances under which man has lived. "Man Is not neces

sarily evil but becomes evil only if the proper conditions

for his growth and development are lacking. The evil haa

no Independent existence of its own, it is the absence of

the good, the result of the failure to realize life."1
Those who oppose such an optimistic view of man's na

ture declare that man has elements within him that are In

nately evil. They maintain that "Man's nature, is such as to

make him inclined to be hostile to his fellow men, to be

1Erich Fromm, Man for Himself, p. 218.
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envious and Jealous, and to be lazy, unless he is curbed by

feer."1 This, of eourse, comes closer to the Freudian view

of man, and Fromm's position can be contrasted with Freud,

even as that of Pelagius can be with Augustine, and Rousseau

with Hobbes. Fromm describes Freud, and with good reason,

as the Luther of contemporary psychology. The idea that

hostility Is an inherent part of man'a nature runs through

the ideas of representative thinkers of the modern era from

Luther to the present. On such views, Fromm comments, "We

need not discuss whether this assumption is tenable. At

any rate, the philosophers and psychologists who held this

belief were good observers of man within their own culture,

even though they made the mistake of believing that modem

man in his essence is not a historical product but is aa

nature made him to be."

Behind thia quotation is Fromm's belief that the na

ture of man is essentially good and that only a corrupt so

ciety in certain periods of man's history brings about the

possible interpretation that man is basically evil. One

might then ask from what supra-cultural height Fromm can

make this Judgment. How can he claim that his view Is nor

mative for man? Furthermore, how does Fromm square his

Ibid., pp. 210-211.

^rich Fromm, "Selfishness and Self Love," p. 516.
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view that man ia an extremely plastic and variable creature

with hia view that man is essentially good? Does the good

ness of man reside in his plasticity? Fromm would agree to

a degree. But man's plasticity seems not only to include

many healthy elements but also to cover a multitude of

sins. How oan love, reason, and spontaneity be described

as essential to man any more than sadism, destructlveness,

and dishonesty? Fromm has not yet made a convincing case

for the goodness of man's essential nature. Nor has he

reconciled this essentlalist view with his emphasis on man

as a product of the social prooess. The various elements

in man's behavior patterns are Interwoven in such complex

and interdependent ways that it appears to this observer

that it is Impossible to speak of an essentially good or

evil nature. One cannot lay the fault at the feet of the

social process without implicating the participants In the
process. Words like essentially "good" or "bad" are too
gross to be of much descriptive help. They are headlines
that do not give us the shadings and nuances In the small

print beneath. Unfortunately, Fromm's thought structure

and language are often much less ambiguous than the actual

intellectual and emotional patterns that he describes.

Fromm's position does not treat adequately two funda

mental points: 1) the grounds for his assertions that man's

nature is fundamentally good, and 2) the relationship of
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this "good" man to the society in which he is Involved. Fromm

attempts to find a solution to the Initial problem because

of the apparent void In value judgment in contemporary

psychology. I have indicated that if the aoclal aspect of

Fromm's remedy for Freud is accented it only makes the prob

lem more acute. Consequently, in order to avoid an ethic

of adjustment, Fromm must make a case for an essentialist

view of man that 18 not Immersed In the Instinctual formula

tions of the Freudians, but vdiioh still provides a center of

ethical constanoy for the individual amidst the seas of

biological and sociological forces.

4) Vagueness in Fromm's Description of Normative

Human Behavior

For Fromm, normative human behavior is not merely the

absence of severe neurosis or psychosis or a statistical

average of how people behave within a certain class or cul

ture. Rather, normality. In the sense of such great Western

humanists as Aristotle, Spinoza, and Dewey, is described as

an unfolding of man's Inherent potentialities under the

balanced control of reason. The normal or productive person

in this humanistic sense is capable of realizing his po

tentialities. This capacity is what Fromm calls freedom.

Freedom is the ability "to realize that which one potentially

is, to fulfill the true nature of man according to the laws
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of his existence."1 This freedom is the necessary condition

of happiness as well as virtue. The productive person and

the free person are one. He perceives the world realistic

ally, and guides himself by reason and self-awareness. He

has gained a sense of maturity,. spontaneity, and a genuine

sense of self; be loves, thinks, and works productive-ly.

The conscience of the productive person is not the voice of

irrational authority as represented by the Freudian super

ego. Rather, it is "our own voice," the rational conscience

of our own well being. It is independent of external sanc

tions and constantly tries to call us back to the fulfill

ment of our true self-interests and potentialities.

If man loses those capacities which make him truly

human by submitting to various forms of authoritarian power,

he becomes a passive automaton submissive to the parent,

the state, the machine, or whatever form the oppressive

power might take. In such situations, whether manifested

as a broad social defect or as an individual neurosis, man

ceases to function as a rational being.

He may be intelligent, he may be capable of manipu
lating things and himself, but he accepts as truth
that which those who have power over him call the
truth. He loses his power of love, for hi3 emotions
are tied to those upon whom he depends. He loses his
moral Bense, for his Inability to question and criti
cize those in power stultifies his moral judgment with

%rich Fromm, Man for Himself, p. 247.
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regard to anybody and anything. He is prey to preju
dice and superstition for he is incapable of Inquiring
into the validity of the premises upon which rest
such false beliefs. His own voice cannot call him
back to himself since he is not able to listen to it,
being so intent on listening to the voices of those
who have power over him.1

In contrast, Fromm describes the productive orienta

tion as a different "mode of relatedness" In all realms of

human experience.

It covers mental, emotional, and sensory responses
to others, to oneself, and to things. Productiveness
Is man's ability to use his powers and to realize the
potentialities inherent in him. If we say he must
use his powers we imply that he must be free and not
dependent on someone who controls his powers. We
imply, furthermore, that he is guided by reason, since
he can make use of his powers only if he knows what
they are, how to use them, and what to use them for.
Productiveness means that he experiences himself as
the embodiment of his powers and as the "actor"; that
he feels himself one with his powers and at the same
time that they are not masked and alienated from him.*

I have quoted at some length because I think that it

is important to gain some feeling for the writing. This is

one of Fromm's attempts to state the quality of the healthy

personality. It is his expansion on the genital character

of Freud. The expansion broadens the concept of healthy

human behavior, and it is much more sympathetic to the

rational and social motives of man. Nevertheless, It lacks

the definltenes3 and particularity of Freud's libido theory.

^•Ibid., p. 247.

2Ibid., p. 84.
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Fromm makes his description of the productive character in

order to escape from the plight of social relativism, but

the description itself, besides giving a bit of uplift, is

vague and amorphous. Furthermore, it illustrates that ex

treme affirmation of the human self which Keeskemeti labels

the cult of the all powerful "I." We shall examine his

critique of Fromm a bit further on, but at this juncture I

would only like to indicate that ambiguity in Fromm's writ

ings which makes it appear that the left hand of sociological

pressure does not always know just what the right hand of

Individual assertion Is doing—and vice versa.

Fromm attempts to differentiate between the external

influences that Impinge upon the self and those normative

elements within the self that arise spontaneously. But this

differentiation often sounds like a dichotomy with the re

sult that the actual relationship Is rarely clarified. For

Freud this problem was relatively simple; he did not dis

tinguish between spontaneous ideals which are a part of the

self and the internalized commands that rule the self. That

which arose from within the self was in the main the driving

non-rational energies of the id, whereas the ideational con

tent was represented by those internalized controlling images

provided by the parents and other representatives of the

society. But Fromm's distinction between the rational and

the authoritarian conscience adds a new dimension. The
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questionable aspect in Fromm's scheme is the nature of these

spontaneous emotions and ideas in the self and their rela

tionship to external factors.

The realization of the self Is accomplished by the

active expression of man's emotional and intellectual poten

tialities. These potentialities are present in everyone,

but they become real only to the extent that they are ex

pressed. In other words "positive freedom consists in the

spontaneous activity of the total, integrated personality."1
Fromm gives a number of illustrations of spontaneous activ

ity. He differentiates It from compulsive activity to which

the self Is driven out of fear and powerlessness; It also

differs from the activity of the automaton who behaves in

accordance with patterns uncritically accepted from outside.

"Spontaneous activity," by contrast, "is free activity of

the self and implies, psychologically, what the Latin root

of the word, sponte, means literally: of one's free will.

Fromm then gives a number of illustrations of Individuals

who exhibit spontaneous activity, such as the artist, the

child, and most of us during rare moments when we have "the

fresh and spontaneous perception of a landscape, or the

dawning of some truth as the result of our thinking, or a

TSrich Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p. 258.

2Ibid., p. 258.

ii2
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sensuous pleasure that Is not stereotyped, or the welling

up of love for another person." In such moments, we gain

a vision of what human life could be like if such experi

ences were not such rare phenomena.

On reading such remarks, one gains a feeling that there

is a fire beneath the descriptive smoke. If one has had a

similar experience, he cannot deny the validity of that which

Fromm tries to indioate, and yet there is a feeling of

vagueness about the concept. We are apt to forgive Fromm

because the very concept "spontaneous" is really too pro

tean to conceptualize in any adequate way. And yet we find

ourselves wondering about such questions as the relation

ship of determinism to this free activity, of how this sense

of spontaneity is related to antecedent factors both within

and outside the self, and whether or not these spontaneoua

emotions and Ideas are always the expression of the essen

tially good normative self. I am quite certain, for example,

that the totalitarian designs of domination as conceived by

a Hitler or a Stalin arose with the same sense of newness

and spontaneity as did the conceptions of some of the

artists living under them, and often perhaps with similar,

if perverted, feelings of elation.

Ibid., p. 258.
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6) Progoff's Description of Formative Imagery Clari

fies the Relation of the Social Process to

Individual Spontaneity

Without going into the innumerable problems and dilem

mas involved in a discussion of the relations and meanings

of freedom and determinism, I would like to suggest that a

possible amplification of Fromm's concept of the spontaneity

of the self in its relationship to the environment is found

in Progoff»s discussion of the organic psyche. By using

as illustrations the growth of a tulip toward its beautiful

and Intricate unfolding, and a hummingbird gathering materi

als for the building of her nest, Progoff deduces that there

are formative protoplasmic images which guide the behavior

of such living creatures. By a protoplasmic image, he does

not of course mean the consciously held idea or picture in

the mind that we usually associate with the word image.

Rather, it is a formative tendency enacted by the living

organism. Life has goals for the growth and survival of

the species even though it does not exist in the clearly

conscious way that it does in human mentation. Perhaps, we

can get closer to Progoff's use of the term image when we

think of how we use the term "self-image." This can call

to mind specific concepts of ourselves behaving In certain

ways, but It can also refer to a more generalized feeling

about ourselves and our attempts to remain balanced, healthy,
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and growing either with or against the environmental forces

around us.

Along with theae more generalized life tendencies in

•mn which are very similar to the life oyoles in other

mammalia, there ia in the human psyche many other more spe

cific forms of imagery which are related to the more gen

eralized forms because of the needs of the organism to sur

vive. These exist on both conscious and unconscious levels.

Imagery is in movement constantly at all levels of
the psyche. It Is In flow on the one hand at levels
that are close to consciousness and from whioh it
may be easily translated into rational terms. And
it is in flow also at deeper basic levels, where the
symbolism Is much more obscure and its immediate
relation to the environment Is obscure Indeed.
Imagery moves on all the various levels of the psyche
and In a variety of forms, but there Is an encompassing,
unifying prinolple directing the flow. This principle
is the essence of the individuality of each organic
psyche. It is the one integrating principle working
toward the wholeness of the person; and all the sep
arate and segmental psychic processes draw their
guiding pattern from lt.l

When the growth process deviates from this centralizing

principle, there is a splitting and fragmentation which must

be healed before the individual can again grow integrally.

As children, we come into a world that we do not

choose, and we absorb the feelings, thoughts, and patterns

of action of our parents and others who surround us at this

very impressionable age. The child's dreams may be even

1Ira Progoff, Depth Psychology and Modern Man,
pp. 165-166.
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more expressive of the parent'a life than of his own. The

way that the child thinks of hlmaelf ia in large part de

rived from the way others think of him. He builds his style

of life largely from the attitudes that the significant

people in hia childhood require of him. It ia from these

images that he builds his early self-conception. They are

the imagea of the environmental self. "They act to draw

forth psychic energy and to bring the Individual Into the

vortex of events In his social world. But they are not

Imagea that are drawn from the treasure house of his own

psyche. They may be excellent images. They may work very

well in making a comfortable life possible for him, but they

are not hia own images. They are someone else's. They are

society's Images of him."1

As the child matures, a conflict develops between the

image of himself as imposed upon him by those in his early

environment and the gradually forming image that he gaina

from his own potentialities and talents. This inner confllot

is projected outward, and the individual frequently sees his

struggle as one directed not only against his parents, but

also against many other forms of authority in the society.

This conflict may be more or less severe depending on the

divergence between the old authorities and the emerging self

LIbid., p. 174.
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image, but it is always real and painful to some extent.

The patterns of the environmental self are deeply engraved,

and they are not easily replaced. But they muat be replaced

if the new image is to assume a dominant role in the indivi

dual's growth. "The result of this can be a tenaion of al

most unbearable Intensity, so painful that the eventual

answer is usually a compromise in which some elements of the

old self remain in the personality as mementos of the past

while new creative patterns of development emerge as well.

To the observer this gives the impression of a seesawing in

the personality as the old and new Intermingle throughout

the life of the growing personality."1
Such a description provides a more adequate basis

for viewing Fromm's concepts of "spontaneity" and the "nor

mative" self. In Fromm, these elements are often described

by what they are not, or else by comparatively vague terms

like love, reason, and productivity. Progoff's description

Is necessarily over-simplified, but it helps to give a bet

ter portrait of the emerging Individual self and its devel

opmental needs as It encounters social pressures.

c. A Critique of Fromm's Analogy between Individual and

Racial History

Another questionable aspeot of Fromm's interpretation

!lbid., p. 179.
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of the human situation is his historical concept of indivi

duation. Fromm follows Baohofen in his Interpretation of

primitive cultures. He speaks of the primal bonds of the

matriarchal soolety, of its closeness to the soil, and of

the projection of such relationships into mythology inthe

forms of mother gods. As society progresses, it becomes

patriarchal and the gods follow suit. In the modern period,

man has arrived at a period of maturity where he has broken

free from previous religious ties. He has come to realize

the projection of his powers and relationships on to the

heavens and that he must now stand alone and for himself in

the universe without external powers to guide his path.

This historical procedure according to Fromm corresponds to

the life history of each individual as it passes through

its various stages of growth toward full maturity and inde

pendence .

Such assertions are certainly very sweeping, and yet

Fromm offers very little evidence to back them up. One

might as easily posit a more flexible thesis for the creat

ing of gods and goddesses. It Is possible that from the

very earliest origins of man both patriarchal and matriarchal

sooieties have existed and have reflected the structures of

their societies in mythological expression. In various

agricultural communities it is not unlikely that the de

pendency upon the earth and the settled nature of the
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oommunity could give rise to both matriarchal social and

religious expression. In oontrast, nomadic tribes of the

desert were much more dependent upon the leadership of the

men and naturally followed male deities. In the extremely

complicated development of ancient mythologies, one might

find countless exceptions to this suggestion, but this

alternative at least points to the difficulty of maintain

ing a simple developmental view of matriarchal, patriarchal,

and mature religious and social expressions simply because

this scheme so happily coincides with Fromm's general thesis

for freedom from incestual bonds in the individual peraon.

A further implication of Fromm's historical sketch

is that only In modern times has man outgrown his "primary

bonds" and attained the possibility of full emergence as a

person. Fromm cites two aspects of the process of Individua

tion, namely the growing consciousness of self, and the

growing responsibility for choice. But certainly this

process is at work in the maturing of many primitive men

who believe in very ancient mythologies as well as in modern

man who seems to be comparatively free from the mythological

bonds. Benedict has cited impressive parallels for both

of these aspects of freedom in the lives of primitive

peoples. For example, Kafir ohildren pose their problems

of Individual self consciousness: "Is this body my real

me?" "Have I changed from yesterday?" "What is It In me
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that does the thinking?" Benedict further states that "many

many primitive tribes reoognize private and individual moti

vation in an extreme fashion and aooept it, far more than

doea civilized man as something not to be interfered with

or oritioized. It is virtually Impossible in many tribea to

convey the idea that a man would ever act for any reason

than because as a free person it was his own will and choice

to act in that manner."1

By the standards that Fromm has given, many of these

primitive peoples have attained positive freedom. When the

societies are studied under which they have lived, one dis

covers that they have attained such freedom under the con

ditions that Fromm advocates for civilized man. "By educa

tion they have fostered self-confidence and mutuality so

that they are genuinely able to act, in Dr. Fromm'a terms,

aa selves and not as pseudo-selves, and their social order

is organized so that the purposes of the person are not in

conflict with the purposes of the whole community." If this

is true of many primitive peoples, then human freedom and

individuation is not simply a product of the maturing of the

race. Some societies have minimized human freedom, and these

^•Ruth Benedict, "Esoape from Freedom: A Synoptic
Series of Reviews," Psychiatry, February, 1942, p. 112.

2Ibid., p. 112.
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oan be studied with profit. Through their organization and

education, these societies have driven men to develop selves

whioh are ridden with anxiety and aggression. "Others have

allowed men to develop a self which embraces freedom as the

best of life, without any' idea that it Is a burden to be es-

oaped."1 In either case, the contrast is not necessarily

that between primitive and modern.

Fromm'8 basic thesis is that the more man emerges

from his original oneness with man and nature, the more he

becomes an individual. As he realizes his individuation,

he also realizes his isolation. He is then confronted with

the alternative of uniting hlmaelf with the world In the

spontaneity of love and produotive work or else fleeing from

his individuality by forming ties that give him security but

destroy his freedom and individual Integrity. This histori

cal interpretation is again based on the questionable analogy

of the growth of the infant toward maturity, and it is placed

on such a vast historical and ideological soale that it Is

very dlffioult to judge whether Fromm is right or wrong.

However, I have already commented on Benedict's very differ

ent interpretation of primitive culture. So also, a differ

ent Interpretation can be given to the sociological and

psychological condition of contemporary man. Perhapa Fromm

^•Ibld., p. 112.
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is trying to say that with the growth of Industry and tech

nology, there is an Increasing mobility, complexity, and

impersonality in man's social relations. Man has lost much

of the intimacy, warmth, and perhaps Individuality that was

often appreciated within the close circle of the primary

group. Consequently, there is a growing sense of isolation

and emptiness that gnaws at the heart of contemporary man.

If we can, we muat alter the structures of society to regain

a aenae of human intimacy and work with the recalcitrant and

possibly destructive factors in our individual selves so

that our relationships may again glow with the warmth of

human kindness and creativity on a world scale. Such an In

terpretation would value much of Fromm's cultural critique,

but it would place it in a far more flexible historical con

text.

One other very Important factor that Fromm, because

of his sociological bias, emphasizes far too little Is the

role of physical science in altering the contemporary world

picture. The diacoveries of Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler,

and Newton burst through the cosmology of the Middle Ages.

Man was confronted with a vast limitless universe in which

man himself was removed from a position of central Importance.

Formerly, the world portrayed the drama for the salvation

of his Immortal soul. Now, man was reduced to a position

of cosmic Insignificance. The universe appeared oold and
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alienated from the Interests of men and gave him a sense of

littleness, insignificance, and purposelessness. This is

the cosmlo backdrop for the contemporary dramas of man, and

one that Fromm does not adequately indicate when ha discusses

the sense of isolation in our lives. Furthermore, since

science has provided the theoretical basis for our techno

logical civilization. It haa alao played a major role in

shaping the problems of the machine and the market that

Fromm attempts to evaluate.

The shattering of the medieval mythology by science

has perhaps contributed more to the sense of "freedom" and

•isolation" that Dr. Fromm talks about than any one other

single ideological factor. It is in this area of mythology

that Fromm's concept of a maturing human race has same mean

ing. For certainly modern man is generally leas affeoted

by the projected mother and father Imagea of former religious

belief. And undoubtedly, these projections had their begin

nings In the childhood of Individuals during the childhood

of the race. But this.does not preclude the possibility of

comparatively original and independent thought and action

within the framework of the primitive community, just as it

does not assure us that an atheistic renunciation of reli

gious mythology by modern man necessarily corresponds with

a mature mental outlook. Individuals can be relatively free

from incestuous attachments to parents and still relate to
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comparatively Immature, primitive religious objects. And

some individuals who are emotionally immature can hold to

very sophisticated religious views. This again Indicates

the ambiguity of too simply stating a correspondence between

individual growth and historical development. Of course,

mature contemporary individuals can also hold to the reli

gious views of Dr. Fromm, and then undoubtedly the fullest

maturity will be attained.

3. An Evaluation of Fromm's View of the Self

a. Fromm's Distinction between the Real Self and the

Alienated Self Appears Groundless and Misleading

Before considering the love relationships between

one'8 self and other selves, I would like to evaluate Fromm's

interpretation of the self. Perhaps the first thing notice

able about Fromm's comments on the self is that there is no

clear cut definition of the self, nor any exhaustive treat

ment of lta characteristics. He dees, however, distinguish

between primary and secondary characteristics of the self.

Generally, the former refers to the good, essential self,

whereas the latter refers to the evil, alienated self.

Apparently, those who are capable of love, reason, and crea

tive activity are aware of their real self. Whereas those

who have only a secondary sense of self laok these qualities

and In their place reside hatred, boredom, and the countless
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ills that the ego Is heir to. The person who is alienated

from his true self "does not experience himself as the cen

ter of hia world, as the creator of his own aots—but his

acts end their consequenoes have become his masters, whom he

obeys or whom he may even worship."1 The alienated person
has no true sense of self, and he remains essentially unre

lated to himself, to his fellows, and to his work.

Since Fromm describes most Western men as alienated

and lacking any true sense of themselves, one might expect

a more serious attempt to define the essential self. But

such expectations do not find fulfillment in Fromm. It

would be extremely difficult to define the essential self,

but If Fromm attempts a verbal distinction (between a primary

and secondary self) he should certainly make a greater effort

to substantiate his claim. Obviously, many people in the

contemporary world are deprived of the opportunity for rich,

vivid experiences, but the dull, flat quality of their ex

perience as selves seems to be equally real. I find, along

with Mullahy, that "the self of an Intellectually and emo

tionally Impoverished, alienated man appears to be just aa

real as that of a da Vinci, and the alienated man's experi

ence seems to be just as much a manifestation of human nature

!Erich Fromm, The Sane Society, p. 120.
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as are the most ecstatic flights of a Shelley."1 Consequently,

"any quasi-metaphysical distinction between a real self, and

a social self or a secondary sense of self, seems groundless

and misleading."2

Fromm seems to speak of the real self as though it is

a.nucleus, a oore, or a fountain from which pure love, reason

and productivity will constantly flow if they are not blocked

by so many secondary characteristics. But one may legiti

mately ask why such qualities belong to the true self in

contrast to envy, greed, hatred, and the many other unsavory

but equally real attributes of human beings. Fromm, of

course, insists that all of these evil characteristlca are

the reault of a secondary or alienated social self. But

this is a solution in name only. Fromm's linguistic distinc

tion between primary and secondary selves remains uncon

vincing. Aa Mullahy has remarked, "Fromm has simply ascribed

his 'humanistic' philosophy to human nature while alighting

or explaining away, by means of the notion of aecondary po

tentialities, the terribly real evil qualities of human na

ture. It is very tempting to do this; but It flies in the

face of human experience and is not supported or justified

^•Patrick Mullahy, "Philosophical Anthropology and
Empirical Science," Psychiatry, 1955, p. 403.

2Ibid., p. 403.
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by soientifio findings."1

All experience, alienated or unalienated, psychotio

or normal, appears to be equally real. Furthermore, the in

dividual always exists in relationship to some external en

vironment or other. The significant people in this environ

ment may activate in Fromm's terms either "good" or "evil"

potentialities in the young self. But neither adjective

comes near to being an adequate description of the self.

The relation of the self to itself and to other selves is

complex and ambiguous and can hardly be reduced to simplis

tic terms of value. This is particularly true whan the

dichotomy is always made between the "good" individual self

and the "evil" environing society. At this point one wonders

of Fromm, as of Rousseau, just how the society becomes so

evil, if not by means of Its "innately good" participants.

The potentials for both social and individual destruction

reside in the self and they are as real and as primary as

anything that Fromm might find good and creative.

Fromm criticizes Sullivan's theories of the self as

being too infected with the alienation of contemporary man.

"The self for him (Sullivan) is nothing but the many roles

we play in relation to others, roles which have the function

of eliciting approval and avoiding anxiety which is produoed

1Jbid., p. 403.
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by disapproval. What a remarkably fast deterioration of

the concept of self since the nineteenth century, when Ibsen

made the loss of self the main theme of hia oriticlsm of

modern man in his Peer Gynt."1 But Mullahy's critique

again finds the mark by insisting that Sullivan did not aay

that the self is "nothing but" the many roles that we play

in relation to others. But rather, that "the aelf, with

its particular structure or organization or pattern is the

limit or containing manifold of the many roles we play—

otherwise called 'me-you patterns'—which is quite different

from the Invidious, reductive implications of 'nothing but.'"

It is ironic that Fromm should disparage the function

of the self In Sullivan's psychology. For Sullivan givea

many concrete descriptions of psychological mechanisms with

in specifio individuals whereas Fromm's writings are notori

ously devoid of such concreteness. It is not without sig

nificance that Harold Greenwald could not locate any pub-

liahed case histories by Fromm for his book, Great Cases in

Psychoanalysis.3 Undoubtedly, Fromm has placed the major
portion of his energies on sociological and cultural

^Erlch Fromm, The Sane Society, p. 145.

2Patrlck Mullahy, "Philosophical Anthropology and
Empirical Science," p. 404.

3Harold Greenwald, Great Cases In Psychoanalysis (New
York: Ballantine Books, Inc., 1959), p. 10.
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problems, but It would have been most beneficial to both

Fromm and his audience If he had brought In case material

for purposes other than to illustrate his abstract concepts.

It would have helped to break through the stereotyped effect

that much of Fromm's writing produoes. For Fromm's writing

abounds In generalizations about the nature of Man. And even

though he does illustrate such psychological tendencies as

sadism, masochism, and productivity, he doe a not give con

crete flesh and blood life histories which would indicate

the torturous complexity from whioh these tendencies are

drawn.

In contreating Sullivan and Fromm, we find one of

those philosophical paradoxes in which one man, Sullivan,

places great concern on the concrete Interpersonal relations

of one individual with another, but who perhaps neglects a

theory of individuality apart from this Interaction.

Sullivan is correct, of course, in that no individual can

possibly grow as a self-contained entity. But there are

unique forces at work in each individual participating in

interpersonal relations, and Sullivan could have plaoed a

greater emphasis on them. Fromm, on the other hand, seldom

describes the concrete factors involved in either an indivi

dual development or in an Interpersonal relationship. He

does, however, plaoe a strong theoretical emphasis on the

need to recognize the uniqueness and spontaneity of our
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individual selves.

b. Fromm's Naive Revision of the Social Structure Baaed on

a Utopian View of the Self

One of the basic essentials of mental health for Fromm

is the capacity to sense one's own identity, to be able to

experience oneself as an "I". Man ia productive only as

long as he experiences himself as the sole source of his

acts, Impulses, and Insights. When some outside force con

sciously or unconsciously directs his thoughts, feelings,

and aotlvities, man becomes unhappy and alienated from him

self. Any submissive form of worship, love, or exclusive

form of group loyalty ia indicative of thi8 aecondary, social,

alienated self.

Society forces these various forms of alienation on

to man. For example, one man must labor at monotonous and

alienating labor for the profit and pleasure of another man.

Conaequently, aocordlng to. Fromm, If we can develop a sane

socialist society, the essential goodness, independence,

and spontaneity of every man will manifest itself. Fromm

believes that if the existing management-labor split were

overcome by Inaugurating an Industrial structure where there

is a combination and alternation of managerial and operative

functions that man would become free from external indus

trial and political controls. However, it is extremely
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doubtful that the operatives In industry could colleotively

discharge the many functions that are now run by management.

The knowledge and specialization required are too great for

that. Furthermore, men's lives are tied to the existing

economic and political order of things—to the structures of

labor, business, government, the professions, etc. Is it

possible that the millions of people now functioning in the

existing society could be coordinated to produce the sweep

ing reforms desired by Fromm? This is most improbable,

particularly since the desired reforms would precipitate a

great loss of economic efficiency and consequently force

modern man to give up many of the material comforta he holds

dear. But if individual men could not cooperate out of their

own free will to bring about these gigantic changes, then

the only alternative would be to organize man by force. And

if this were done, man, alienated as he now Is, would prob

ably lose even the freedoms that he doss possess. Fromm's

scheme for introducing a greater measure of creativity and

productivity into the life of the modern working man might

backfire and result in an enforced slavery.

Even if Fromm's general reforms were carried out with

out an initial loss of individual freedom, the problem of

power and control would remain. As Kecskemeti has commented,

"man would still have to play other roles than that of the
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pure 'creator'.wl He would still be subject to abuse and
manipulation, and the new controls might become mare destruc

tive than those we have at present. "If the control func

tions now vested In management were transferred to the

operatives, new forms of regulating and coordinating the be

havior of Individuals and groups would have to be adopted,

and I think these new controls, whioh would be essentially

political, would Interfere with individual freedom far more

drastically than the mechanisms of the 'mixed' free enter

prise system In its present form do." Fromm does not

appreciate this possibility. "He dogmatically postulates

that with the fusion of operative and management functions,

there will be nothing in life but love, rationality, and

creativeness. It is a beautiful dream." ". . . the awaken

ing would be terrible."3
Kecskemeti asks "what explains the reoklessness with

which Fromm postulates the disappearance of perennial human

problems at the magic touch of the good fairy, 'communi

tarian socialism'?"4 He perceives that in many of Fromm's

analyses, not just of capitalism and socialism, bus also of

!paul Kecskemeti, "The Ail-Powerful 'I1,1
February, 1956, p. 178.

2Ibid., p. 179.

5Ibid., p. 179.
4Ibid., p. 179.

Commentary,
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authority, religion, nationalism, etc., that there is an ex-

cessive fear of being dominated. Kecskemeti does not hesi

tate "to call this fear neurotic." Fromm has contributed a

worthy analysis of the craving to submit to authority. "But

the fear of being dominated can be just as neurotic as the

urge to submit to domination; if the latter Induces man to

ignore his own powers, the former leads to an equally un

realistic denial of his limitations. Fromm's development

of the concept of the 'I' experience and its reverse, aliena

tion, reflects a morbid fear of domination and a craving for

the unlimited sovereignty of the individual."1

Fromm Is correct In condemning alienation, but he is

wrong when he asserts the "I" experience beyond realistic

proportion. He is on firm ground when he diagnoses that

"depersonalization" is a serious impairment to the sense of

identity. But it does not follow from this that the healthy

self must always have an explicit feeling of being "the cen

ter of his world" and the "creator of his acts." "The 'I'

may be there, in all its living fullness, when it forgets

itself; it may be dead and depersonalized while proclaiming

that it is the center of the world and the originator of its

every act."2 The feeling that I am the sole "creator of

!lbld., p. 179.

2Ibid., p. 179.
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my acta" can only be illusion. And here I think that

Kecskemeti arrives at a position which theoretically combines

the divergent emphases of Fromm and Sullivan while at the

same time providing a meaningful oritlque of Fromm's posi

tion. He writes, "in order to perform the slightest meaning

ful act, man must stand in an inextricable pattern of give-

and-take between the 'I' and the 'not-I' and it is neither

truthful nor sane to assert that in this give-and-take it

Is always the 'I' that plays the originating and leading

role. To refuse credit to the 'not-I' for what it con

tributes to my acts is a sign of morbid Jealousy. It is

neurotic in the full sense of the word, for that contribu-
nl

tion exists whether I admit it or not."

I would only elaborate on Kecskemeti'a critique in

order to bring out one contrasting dimension in Fromm's

thought. Kecskemeti is correct when he criticizes Fromm's

tendency to inflate the powers of the self apart from its

social matrix. For when Fromm Is writing about the Indivi

dual, he does give the "leading" role only to the self, to

the "all-powerful 'I'." He does this, not In the sense

that the "I" is always in control, for there are many

neurotic ties whioh prevent this, but In the sense that the

self is the center of all goodness and originality in con

trast to the evil, alienating forces that effect the aelf

1Jbld., p. 179.
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from the outside. Consequently, the self Is considered to

be the seat of productive value, and society as the enemy of

this value. On the other hand,' when Fromm writes about the

broader aspects of sooiety and culture, he speaks about the

sustaining and creative elements In the social prooess. His

refutation of the Freudian view of the repressive function

of culture is made on this basis. What Fromm takes away

with the right hand of his individualism, he gives back with

the left hand of his socialism. But since he does not bring

these two views Into meaningful correlation, they give rise

to misguided Utopian views about both the individual and the

society In which he lives. Fromm's theoretical solution,

of course, is the socialist "sane society" in which the

"sane individual" can live. The split in his thinking be

comes evident, however, when he considers his social solu

tions to be relatively simple possibilities and when he

thinks that most destructive human problems will be dissolved

when these possible solutions become aotualities.

c. Fromm's Description of the Humanistic and Authoritarian

Conscience Presents an Oversimplified Dichotomy In the

Self

The dichotomy between society and the Individual be

comes particularly evident In Fromm's distinction between

the authoritarian conscience and the humanistic conscience.
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"The authoritarian conscience is the voice of an internalized

external authority, the parents, the state, or whoever the

authorities in a culture happen to be."1 In contrast, the

"humanistic conscience is not the Internalized voice of an

authority whom we are eager to please and afraid of displeas

ing; it is our own voice, present in every human being and

Independent of external sanctions and rewards." The human

istic conscience is the reaction of our total personality

to the fulfillment of our potentialities or to the failure

to fulfill them. "Humanistic conscience is the expression

of man's self interest and integrity, while authoritarian

conscience is concerned with man's obedience, self-sacrifice,

duty, or his 'social adjustment'."3 Fromm cites the follow

ing dream as an illustration of the conflict between the

authoritarian and humanistic conscience.

A well known writer was offered a position where he
would have had to sell his integrity as a writer in
exchange for a great deal of money and fame; while
considering whether or not to accept the offer, he
had this dream: At the foot of a mountain, he sees
two very successful men whom he despises for their
opportunism; they tell him to drive up the narrow
road to the peak. He follows their advice and, when
almost on the top of the mountain, his car falls off
the road, and he Is killed. The message of his
dream needs little interpretation: while he 3lept,

^rich Fromm, Man for Himself, pp. 143-144.

2Ibid., p. 158.

3Ibid., pp. 159-160.
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he knew that the acceptance of the offered position
would be equivalent to destruction; not, of course,
to his physical death, as the symbolic language of
the dream expresses it, but to his destruction as an
integrated, productive human being.1

Frequently, the guilt feelinga that are experienced

in terms of the authoritarian conscience are rooted dynamic

ally in the humanistic conscience. "A person may feel con

sciously guilty for not pleasing authorities, while uncon

sciously he feels guilty for not living up to his own expec

tations of himself."2 Fromm makes a worthy attempt to

establish the autonomy of the humanistic conscience. But

it would appear to this writer that the content of the

authoritarian conscience can be separated from the human

istic much more easily In print than it can be in the living

person. It would be extremely difficult In moat of ua to

unravel those things that our early authority figurea de-

sired for us and those things that we desire far ourselves.

The educational shaping of the child is begun in a sense

even before birth and it develops In many subtle ways through

out one's life. Often the early training is severe and harsh,

and we can see an Inner rebelliousness developing. But the

very character of the rebelliousness Is partially shaped by

the impinging external forces, and so again we have something

!lbld., pp. 164-165.

2Ibid., p. 165.
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less than Fromm's humanistic autonomous self.

The situation might be further complicated by an indi

vidual who has diverse potentialities—let us say as a sci

entist and as an artist. If he follows the career of the

artist he may have a dream expressing the destruction of the

scientist in him or vice versa. This could be the case no

matter what the parents or other authority figures in the

individual's life had Intended. But If the parenta had

wished for him to become a scientist, it would only compli

cate matters further no matter which path he took. This

illustration adds Just a few additional possibilities to the

oversimplified dichotomy between the authoritarian and the

humanistic conscience. But when one considers the many im

pressions both from outside and from inside the living per

aon and the veiled ways these might be expressed In dreams,

It bids us to be very cautious in our assertions about the

desires and aims of our "true" selves which supposedly are

"Independent of external sanctions and rewards." Fromm Is

correct with his Insistence that there is "something there"

which acts, reacts, and has an internal dynamism of its

own which we can call the self. But he misses the mark when

he Insists on the independence of this "humanistic" self

from external influence, and he misses again when he claims

that it is essentially or primarily good.

Fromm's equations between the good and spontaneous
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over against the evil and authoritarian often appear too

oversimplified to have muoh relevance. If we observe a

small two year old child, for example, who continually at

tempts to take hold of the steering wheel while his father

is driving, we find that the father must constantly suppress

such curiosity and general activity (Freudians please note

that no repression of sexuality is involved) In order to

insure the survival of both the child and himself. Here Is

a case, obviously, where the spontaneity of the child, though

not harmful in itself, can lead to very destructive results.

Eventually the child will develop his knowledge and motor

skills to the point where he will no longer have to be sup

pressed. He may even be taught to drive the car, and he

may gain ah Inner sense of freedom and strength when he has

mastered this challenge. But the relationship between the

father and child through the years of early suppression, to

that of guidance and teaching, to the eventual mastering

of the skill has too many twists and turns in It to be

easily divided into evil, authoritarian and good, spontane-

oua relationships.

In such cases, Fromm's concepts do not do justioe to

the complexity of experience in either its Immediate or his

torical perspectives. They begin, in Dollard's phrase, at

about the thirty-yard line. They assume the existence of

motives in the individual that are clearly conditioned by
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social factora. In thia sense, even though Freud's theoret

ical bias toward sexuality may appear lopsided, his careful

etiological approach to Instinctual development is usually

more revealing than that of Fromm. In contrast to Freud,

Fromm's psychological concepts of masochism, sadism, pro

ductivity, etc, often appear as the primary colors in a

color wheel. We are informed that these colors are never

found in such a pure state in real life, and that actually

all the colors are mixed with one tone dominating, let us

say a muddy grey for the marketing personality, and some

rich full hue for the productive. But Fromm rarely follows

Freud In the latter's assiduous attempt to trace biograph-

ioally the torturous sinuosities of the individual psyche
as it confronts the problems of Its sexuality, aggressive

ness, self-love, etc. Consequently, Fromm's categories often

appear to be aloof and abstracted from or tacked on to the

gnarled ambiguities of life. This process can have value

If Its limitations are recognized and if the categories thus

formulated are not simply used to describe simple possibili

ties and simple antagonisms between the authoritarian and

the humanistic, the evil and the good. But if such limita

tions are not recognized, they become more dangerous for they

misrepresent the potentialities of the self in relation to

itself and to the society In which it resides. I would now

like to illustrate this tendency In Fromm's writings by
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considering his description of the self to other selves.

4. An Evaluation of Fromm's View of Neighbor Love

a. A Critique of Fromm's Concept of Equality as the Founda

tion for Mature Love Relationships

One of the prime pre-requisites, according to Fromm,

for healthy love relationships between human beings is that

of equality. Individuals must achieve a sense of inner inde

pendence, a freedom from incestuous bonds, before they can

love or receive love In the true meaning of the word. A

realization of full Independence and uniqueness and a free

dom from relationships of either domination or submission

are necessary before one can love. "The uniqueness of the

self in no way contradicts the prlnoiple of equality. The

thesis that men are born equal Implies that they all share

the same fundamental human qualities, that they share the

basic fate of human beings, that they all have the same in

alienable claim on freedom and happiness." The conoept of

equality does not mean that all men are alike. Such a con

cept of equality Fromm believes comes from the market place

where the abilities of one person and his products may be

offered as a fair exchange for those of anothor. "in the

relation between the man who buys and the one who sells, the

TBrich Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p. 264.
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•APJJ... M..V J VJff-

concrete differences of personality are eliminated. In this

situation only one thing matters, that the one has something

to sell and the other has money to buy it."1

An implicit assumption underlying much reactionary

thinking is that the liberal concept of equality presupposes

an absenoe of difference between persons or social groups.

Sinoe there are obvious differences with regard to practic

ally every aspect of human living, their conclusion la that

the doctrine of equality Is a myth. Conversely, Fromm writes

that when liberals "are moved to deny the fact of great dif

ferences in mental and physical gifts and favorable or un

favorable accidental personality conditions, they only help

their adversaries to appear right in the eyes of the common

man."2 In contrast to this view, Fromm declares that hl8

own conception of equality along with that of the Judaeo-

Christlan tradition "means that all man are equal In such

basic human capacities as those making for the enjoyment of

freedom and happiness. It means, furthermore, that as a

political consequence of this basis of equality no man 3hall

be made the mean3 to the ends of another man; no group, the

means to the ends of another group. Each man is a universe

!jbld., pp. 264-265.

^rich Fromm, "Sex and Character," Psychiatry (1943),
p. 23.
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for himself and is only his own purpose. His goal is the

realization of his being, including those very peculiarities

whioh are characteristic of him and which make him different

from others. Thus equality is the basis for the full devel

opment of difference, and it results In the development of

individuality."1

From the writer's point of view, this ideal of a so

ciety where "no man shall be made the means to the ends of

another man; no group, the means to the ends of another

group" appears hopelessly unreallstlo as a statement of the

possibilities of human nature and human society. His fur

ther comment that "eaoh man is a universe for himself and

is only his own purpose" Is hardly a feasible possibility

for a pioneer or a hermit, let alone an individual emerging

in the complex of an Industrial society. To assert that

such a goal is an actual possibility for contemporary man Is

at best to be irrelevant and at worst to be dangerously mis

leading with regard to the limitations of the human situa

tion. It is because of the extremity of such statements

that critics like Marcuse, even though his own solution is

hardly more realistic, accurately accuses Fromm of idealistic

moralizing and of sugar coating the problems that confront

us. To insist on an awareness of oneself over against the

!rbld., p. 23.
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alienating forces of the society is a valuable antidote, but

to claim that this self can exist only for its own purpose

is surely extreme.

To illustrate the implausible nature of Fromm's posi

tion, I would like the reader to consider the following

hypothetical oversimplification. Imagine, if you will, a

very intelligent man beginning a business partnership with

a man of rather low intelligence. For the purposes of the

argument, we shall regard both men as honest and moral In

the Frommlan sense. More than likely, within a very short

period, the intelligent man would find it necessary to in

sist on the validity and foresight of his own ideas in con

trast to those of his partner. Gradually, the intelligent

man would be prone to run the enterprise and to control the

actions of the other. The less Intelligent man might even

find a certain fulfillment for his life In serving the

smarter man. He might even "love" the Intelligent man and

"love" to work for him, and he might even find his indivi

dual happiness in carrying out the tasks assigned to him.

One wonders at this point just how Fromm would evaluate such

a situation. Do terms like "masochistic," "sadistic, and

"equal," apply to such relationships. It certainly goes

against Fromm's concept of an ideal society where "each man

Is a universe for himself" and where "no man shall be made

the means to the ends of another man." But might there not
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be relations of dependence and of symbiosis that are

"healthier" than Fromm's insistence on independence and

equality. Life within any society must confront so many

intricate Interrelationships and necessary adaptations that

the formula for growth and health can hardly be stated so

simply. Fromm tends to remain on such an abstract or ideal

plane of analysis that such complications are not considered.

Of course, the dangers of such oversimplified illus

trations should not be overlooked, even though they often

come closer to the truth than Fromm's abstractions. One

danger in the preceding analogy would be the tendency to

draw from it the conclusion that wealth and the management

of an enterprise go hand in hand with superior intelligence.

This is far from being a necessary truth. For certainly

other, less admirable qualities, such as greed, luck, the

drive toward domination, and narrowmlnded, shallow, materi

alistic values are perhaps even more significant. It is

against these last mentioned human tendencies that Fromm's

critique retains its relevance, even though the theoretical

view of the self from which he makes his critique is of

questionable worth.

With this warning against illustrative oversimplifica-

tion, I would like to indulge in one further hypothetical

possibility. Imagine, this time, an ideal neighborhood

where all of the mothers have loved their children with a
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perfect love and have consequently been capable of freeing

them from the home in order that the children's freedom and

independence might develop. Perhaps the mothers have even

attempted to Inculcate in them the principles of democratic

socialism. But even within the framework of such an ideal

egalitarian matriarchy,.individual variation can lead to

quite different results from those that Fromm would lead us

.to suspect. Just to Indicate a few of the possibilities, we

might say that one individual is bright but weak physically;

another child is crippled; another has a very low Intelli

gence, but is strong physically; another is physically

strong and mentally bright; another Is rather mediocre in

both departments; one child likes to play the violin; another

to tinker with cara; one chap's face might be handsome while

another's is distorted and ugly. It would appear that even

within the confines of this "ideal" neighborhood, we have

enough Ingredients for a genuine witch's brew. For even if

democracy were practiced to a maximum, there would still be

frustration, envy, repression, condescension, domination,

submission, and the like.

The children growing up in the existing society of

course confront a good many more possible handicaps. Many

of them will not have had such enjoyable relations with their

parents. Furthermore, they will have to face the great dif

ferences of economic Income and social status as well as
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differences of race, religion, nationality, and the many other

faotors that give rise to prejudice. The solutions of demo

cratic socialism would perhaps minimize and even resolve

some of these problems, but it at the same time would give

rise to others. For example, Fromm's Utopian Ideal that

each man should be a "universe for himself" and that he should

exist for "only his own purpose" would more likely extend

the tyranny of the common man than it would Improve the

quality of the culture.

Fromm would do well to retain a bit of Aristotelian

oaution with regard to his socialistic intentions. Aristotle

believed that the be3t compromise that could be worked out

to Insure the functioning of the state was to keep the cen

ter of power in a prosperous middle class which could act

as a balance between the pressures of the upper class and

the proletariat. Such contemporary political structures as

representative government and economic levelers like the

income tax are based on these principles, and they seem to

this writer to be very valid policies for our society to

pursue. Such processes appear to be the best means for

contending pressure groups to muddle through extremely dif

ficult social problems. In contrast, Fromm's naive view

of human possibilities frequently causes him to throw cau

tion to the winds as he Invites us to his own particular

form of utopia. It often sounds better on paper than does
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our own society, but because of existing human variation,

specialization, and institutionalization It is very unlikely

that such changes could be brought about persuasively, and

because of human "cussedness" It is doubtful that the results

would be as happy aa Fromm describes if they were carried

out.

b. A Critique of Fromm's View of Human Power

The investigation of the relationships between men

necessitates a further inquiry into Fromm's conception of

the potentialities and powers of man. In order to show that

the powers for good are really primary and basic, Fromm

gives the following Illustration.

If we say that the tree is potentially present in the
seed it does not mean that a tree must develop from
every seed. The actualization of a potentiality de
pends on the presenoe of certain conditions which are,
In the case of the seed, for instance, proper soil,
water, and sunlight. In fact, the concept of poten
tiality has no meaning except In connection with the
specific conditions required for its actualization.
The statement that the tree Is potentially present
In the seed must be specified to mean that a tree will
grow from the seed provided that the seed la placed
in the specific conditions necessary for its growth.
If these proper conditions are absent, if, for in
stance, the soil is too moist and thus incompatible
with the seed's growth, the latter will not develop
Into a tree but rot.l

According to Fromm this demonstrates that there is a "pri

mary potentiality which is actualized if the proper

^•Erich Fromm, Man for Himself, p. 217.
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conditions are present; the other, a secondary potentiality,

which is actualized if conditions are in contrast to exis

tential needs." "The terms 'primary' and 'secondary' are

used In order to denote that the development of the poten

tiality called 'primary' occurs under normal conditions and

that the 'secondary' potentiality come into manifest exist

ence only in case of abnormal, pathogenic conditions."-1-

It is on the basis of such thinking that Fromm founds

bis case for a "normative" humanism. In the description of

the developing seed which is often thwarted by malevolent

environmental forces, we have the basis for the conception

of the good, essential self and an evil, secondary self

which is brought into being when the environment is not

ideal. But such thinking overlooks the great variation in

the genetic structures of human beings. The seeds are not

necessarily good and healthy in a physical sense, and they

may be a significant cause of difference In mental and moral

deviation. But even more important is the faot that the

Illustration considers the growth of only one Isolated tree

in its battle with the wind, sun, soil, etc., when the

struggle of most trees must be waged primarily with other

trees.

Such quibbling with an illustration may appear

Ibid., p. 218.
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unnecessary, unless one goes on to consider how Fromm devel

ops the problem of power relationships between people. He

carries through a similar dichotomy when he denotes two con

tradictory concepts of power. He speaks of power in the

productive sense as the capacity to develop one's poten

tials, while destructive power la described as "power over"

or the power to dominate. "'Power over' is the perversion

of 'power to.'"1 "The ability of man to make productive use

Of his powers Is his potency; the Inability Is his impotence.

... Where potency is lacking, man's relatedness to the

world is perverted into a desire to dominate, to exert power

over others as though they were things. Domination is

coupled with death, potency with life."2
This distinction between "power to" and "power over"

is again much more easily distinguished In print than It is

in the complicated lntermeshlng of actual human relation

ships. Fromm's writing would lead one to think that there

can be a passionate desire to grow, to develop one's poten

tialities, without having the full flowering of these poten

tialities impinge on the aims and powers of another. Speak

ing of trees once again, Fromm neglects to mention that most

trees exist in forests and jungles where they must struggle

for a place In the sun. Some trees have a greater capacity

Ijbid., p. 88.

2Ibid., p. 88.
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for growth than others and can quite easily rise above the

majority of other trees. But many trees have no similar

capacities, or If they do, they are thwarted because larger

trees have spread their roots to absorb most of the nour

ishment from the soil or have sent their branches skyward

to capture most of the sun and the rain. Likewise, when

Fromm considers the society of human beings, he does not

come to full grips with the disruptive force of diverse

wills to power. He does not hold In meaningful conjunction

the fact that the passionate affirmation to live among dif

ferent Individuals or different societies can lead to war,

resentment, and destruction. He does not seem to realize

that evil is frequently the result of two positive life

forces, rather than a positive against a negative, and that

"power over" frequently results from the "power to." By
this neglect, Fromm escapes much that is ^ambiguous and

tragic In life. It enables him to speak on the one hand

about "individual productivity" and on the other hand about

"social equality" without realizing that these two princi

ples do not necessarily harmonize private and political

relationships.

c. A Critique of Fromm's View of Neighbor Love

The questions that I have raised with regard to

Fromm's concepts of equality and power have serious Implica

tions for his concept of love. Fromm writes that "the most
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fundamental kind of love, which underlies all types of love,

Is brotherly love." "Brotherly love is based on the experi

ence that we all are one. The differences In talents, in

telligence, knowledge are negligible in comparison with the

identity of the human core common to all men." Brotherly

love is love between equals; it maintains Itself without

domination or submissiveness. Such love can give of itself

while retaining individual independence. Brotherly love be

tween equals must be the basis of all healthy human rela

tionships whether they are between parents and the emerging

child, between man and woman, between friends, or between

the individual man and all mankind.

Fromm writes that love is not primarily a relation

ship to a specific person. Rather, "it is an attitude, an

orientation of character which determines the relatedness

of a person to the world as a whole, not toward one 'object'

of love."2 If a person loves only one other person and Is

Indifferent to the remainder of his fellow men, his love

is not love but merely symbiotic attachment or enlarged

egotism. Most people, however, believe that love Is consti

tuted by the object rather than by some power or faculty

in the self. "Because one does not see that love is an

^rich Fromm, The Art of Loving, p. 47.

2Ibld., p. 46.
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activity, a power of the soul, one believes that all that

is necessary to find is the right object—and. that every

thing goes by itself afterward."1 In contrast to this

superficial attitude, Fromm draws the following conclusion

from his own view. "If I truly love one person I love all

persons, I love the world, I love life. If I can say to

somebody else, 'I love you,' I must be able to say, 'I love

In you everybody, I love through you the world, I love In

you also myself.'"2

Fromm is on safe ground when he insists that love

ia primarily an attitude or an orientation of character in

the potential lover, but the terrain becomes Increasingly

swampy when he begins to discount the Importance of the

"objects" of love, and he finally falls into abstract, unl-

versallstlc quicksand when he states that "if I truly love

one person I love all persons, I love the world, I love

life." One might more accurately say that If I have a

capacity for love, then I will be capable of loving other

persons. And one could add that if the intellectual vision

of a loving person were raised and enlarged to the point

where It broke through tribal and partisan alms, then the

love that Is expressed toward those closest to the lover

Ibid., p. 46.

3Ibid., p. 46.
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might gradually embrace the stranger as well. But Fromm

would do well to keep In mind the words of Goethe. "Man

kind? It is an abstraction. There are, and always have

been, and always will be, men and only men."

Love of one person does not presuppose a love of man

kind. It does presuppose a disposition, a capacity to love,

but when this love must extend beyond the Immediacy of the

individual person, family, or community, then prejudice and

ignoranoe may enter as alienating factors. Fromm maintains

that we must love all of mankind equally. But this appears

to be Impossible. The ability to love others resides In a

kind of potentiality or readiness to love, but this poten

tiality, if it Is genuine, will be most activated by those

near to us. Also, of course, unless some distant people

are used as scapegoats, that which Is ambivalent and hostile

will become most Intensified with those near to us. But the

affections that we build toward family and friends will ob

viously effect our potentiality for loving those more dis

tant. Such emotions may help us to understand intellectually

what a love for all men might mean, but personal love may

also Interfere or cause us to clash with those who would

put a wider loyalty before devotion to our loved ones.

Only a man who was equi-distant and aloof from those nearest

to him could in actuality love all men equally.

By "love of mankind" Fromm means "the sense of
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responsibility, care, respect, knowledge of any other human

being, and the wish to further hia life. This is the kind

of love the Bible speaks of when It says: love thy neighbor

as thyself. Brotherly love Is love for all human beings;
nlit is characterized by its very lack of excluslveness."*

All of this is enough to warm the heart strings of most

moral idealists. But I wonder if such sweeping statements

and such grand emotions are genuine possibilities for the

majority of mankind. One might relevantly inveigh against

such remarks, Fromm's early commentary on the cult of "to

getherness." He wrote then that "the very indiscrlminate-

ness of this 'liking people' shows Its thinness or rather

Its compensatory quality."2 But could not one write a

similar diatribe of Fromm's view of love. The very lndis-

criminateness of this "brotherly love" shows Its thinness

or rather its compensatory quality.

If a person has experienced the members of his family

and his friends as warm and close to him, he realizes that

he does not share or give an equal amount of love to every

one. The potential may be there, but it can be realized

with only a few. In fact our love for most of mankind is

exhibited in a sense of "fairness" to them, of trying to be

Ibid., p. 47.

^rich Fromm, "Selfishness and Self Love," p. 516.
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just, honest, unprejudiced and helpful to them so that those

who are underprivileged may be given opportunity to make their

way in the world. But the word "fairness" is so disparaged

by Fromm that one almost feels ashamed to mention the word.

1) Fairness Ethics

Fromm has some good reasons for this disparagement,

although I do not think that they are sufficient. He writes

that "the principle of fairness, no doubt, makes for a cer

tain type of ethical behavior. You do not lie, cheat or

use force—you even give the other person a chance—if you

act according to the code of fairness. But to love your

neighbor, to feel one with him, to devote your life to the

aim of developing your spiritual powers, Is not part of the

fairness ethics. We live In a paradoxical situation: we

practice fairness ethics, and profess Christian ethics. Must

we not stumble over this obvious contradiction?"1 One of

the reasons that we do not stumble lies In the fact that we

reinterpret our religious and humanistic tradition in the

light of fairness ethics. "A good illustration of this in

terpretation is the Golden Rule. In its original Jewish

and Christian meaning, It was a popular phrasing of the

Biblical maxim to 'love thy neighbor as thyself.' In the

system of fairness ethics, it means simply 'Be fair when

^rich Fromm, The Sane Society, p. 173.
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you exchange. Give what you expect to get. Don't cheat I'

No wonder the Golden Rule Is the most popular religious phrase

of today. It combines two opposite systems of ethics and

helps us to forget the contradiction."1
In such a description of fairness, we are enabled to

see the limitations of the principle, particularly as It is

exhibited in the marketing attitude of modern society. But

granting this, one Is tempted to hastily add that we should

at least hang on to this principle, particularly when so

many ruthless Individuals pay no heed to even this "quasi-

ethical" idea. In one sense, the fairness ethic and the

Christian ethic are contradictory. This Is particularly

the case if one Is taken for the other. But in another

sense, the fairness ethic is simply an attenuation of the

Christian ethic. It is about the best that a world of con

flicting power Interests can make of the Christian ethic.

Practicing ethical Christians, few though they be, along

with Dr. Fromm may not like this fact, and they provide a

service in calling attention to it. But the service ends

when Fromm throws stones at the "half way" ethic of fairness.

For In doing so, he again invites the Utopian illusion that

there is a pure white love somewhere rather than the muddy

grey of our day to day world.

!lbid., p. 174.
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In many ways, thia problem of fairness touches the

foundation of Fromm's view of love. He has maintained a

position contrary to Freud and to many other thinkers In

Western thought that love is a conjunctive phenomena. The

more that one love3 himself, the more is he capable of giv

ing love to others. Love of self and love of others, accord

ing to Fromm, are not disjunctive. He opposes the view that

the more a man loves his neighbor the less love he has left

for himself. Fromm has fought the Christian interpretation

of Luther, Niebuhr, and Ramsey which carries a connotation

to the Christian injunction "Love thy neighbor as thyself"

of meaning to "Love thy neighbor as you used to love your

self." Undoubtedly Fromm would describe such an interpreta

tion as masochistic, compliant, and submissive. But these

men would answer that it is this kind of love that enables

one, in Fromm's terms, "to love your neighbor, and "to

feel one with him." Whereas, at least on theoretical

grounds and despite his vehement protests, one could say of

. Fromm's conjunctive ethics that it implies merely a fairness

ethics. I love my neighbor but I also love myself. From

the Utopian side this should harmonize everything. But In

fact, it may frequently result in an uneasy balancing of

one's self Interest against the interest of another.

One of the difficulties of Fronm's analysis is that

It remains on a highly abstract level of expression. It
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would demand the powers of the poet or the novelist to come

close to describing such phenomena as fairness in words, but

even they would fall far short of actual experience. For

example, the "fairness" of a parsimonious person, and the

"fairness" of a warm, loving individual would make'all the

human difference in the world. These qualitative differ

ences are missed by abstract analysis. It does not do away

with the need for analysis, but It does Indicate its limita

tions. Fromm would undoubtedly like to encourage the warm,

loving, considerate elements of human nature Into full mani

festation, in contrast to that which Is merely legalistic

and marketing, and so would this writer. We would agree on

the penurious quality of "fairn-ss" in much of modern so

ciety, but there is apparently some disagreement as to

whether or not the retention of the concept has some realis-

tlo worth.

2) Fromm's Over-Use of the Word Love

One of the aspects of Fromm's writing that seems par

ticularly difficult to swallow is his insistence on the use

of the word love. Fromm speaks of it so often that several

reactions to it become evident. At first it Is rather

pleasant to hear this word caress our ears so frequently.

Those in our culture who have constantly been warned about

the evil nature of any form of self-love receive Fromm's

comments with eagerness. They have the ring of health about
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them. They appear particularly pleasant and sunny in contrast

to the morbidity of the extreme Christian moralists. We may

have a suspicion that the problem is not so easily resolved,

but It is pleasant to hear nevertheless. And besides, our

confidence is bolstered by the evidence from psychotherapy

that supports the view that a growth in self-esteem or self-

love enables the self to act more lovingly and helpfully

toward the neighbor. This would seem to be conclusive evi

dence that love of self and love of the neighbor are con

junctive phenomena.

If we are cautious observers of the self, however, we

become increasingly dubious of Fromm's comments concerning

our capacity to love our neighbor. For although he declares

that to truly love Is a most difficult art, he still seems

to believe that a love of the neighbor untainted by self-

interest is an actual possibility. He thinks that this Is

not only possible with those close and dear to us, but he

also states that "If I truly love one person I love all

persons."1 To this a number of reactions again occur. It

seems to make either the love of mankind too easy, or it

makes the love of one man too difficult. We may also think

for a moment of how wonderful it would be if the world were

filled with rational, loving, productive personalities who

!Erich Fromm, The Art of Loving, p. 46.
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loved each other truly. We might for a moment even Include

ourselves among the productive elect. But upon further self-

reflection. It becomes evident that envy, resentment, hos

tility, pride, petty gripes, slight acts of conscious or un

conscious sadism and masochism filter through even our most

friendly human relationships. We overlook or forgive most

of these unpleasant Ingredients because of the basic feel

ing of warmth that prevails. But if this is true of our

friendships, how little then can we love mankind? In one

sense, perhaps,--it is easier for "mankind" is not so close

to us. It Is an abstraction, and this is often much easier

to love than the problematic personalities of particular men.

But still another response Is possible. When Fromm

speaks about truly loving mankind, we may, if we cannot per

sist In the illusion of so loving mankind, develop a sense

of guilt over our Incapacity for this full love. Ironically,

then, Fromm tends to perpetuate the extreme moralism that

he so vigorously sought to counteract in his attacks on

writers like Luther. Granted, that Fromm insists that we

love rather than hate ourselves as the basis for such uni

versal love, the demand for such extreme love is there

nevertheless. "If I truly love one person I love all per

sons." Inverted, this remark reads that unless I truly love

mankind, I do not love one person. But what saints are there

among us who are capable of truly loving even one person?
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We suddenly find ourselves close to the moralistic Injunctions

of Christ, "Be ye perfect, even as your Father in Heaven is

perfect." Fortunately, there are psychiatrists enough to

warn us against such perfectlonistlc consultation. And we

are further comforted when we look about us and find that

even the advocates of complete productive living and loving

appear to look and act, to fuss and to fume, and to love

and to hate in about the same manner as more ordinary mor

tals.

Perhaps this is just another quibble over that amor

phous term "love." For I would share with Fromm a deep con

cern for the future of mankind, and I would hope that man

might raise his intellectual perspectives and his emotional

sensitivity to the point where political structures might

insure world peace and reduce the degree of human suffering.

In a sense, this could be called a "love of mankind." But

I would feel that such an expression would be an exaggera

tion of my subjective sentiments, and I would reserve the

use of the word "love" for more intimate human relationships.

I would not hesitate, for example, to call "love" the affec

tion that a father In a very primitive community displays

toward his wife and children even though this man's language

and thought lacks the concept of "mankind." The way in

which Fromm has posed the question makes such an evaluation

Impossible, since the man obviously does not love "mankind."
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I would admit, with Fromm, that there Is grave danger

of conflict when this man's tribal loyalties come into con

flict with neighboring tribes. One can appreciate how Fromm

while observing the clash of "tribal" loyalties at the inter

national level desires to construct "normative" and "uni

versal" concepts of love that would place humanistic obliga

tions upon us all. But his method of accomplishing this

linguistically makes his view appear pretentious and unreal
istic in both the international and the more Intimate spheres

of human life.

Fromm's over-use of the word "love" reminds one of

the Christian use of terms like "agape", "Chriat in me,"
etc. For the Christian frequently performs acts of compassion
which to the uninitiated appear to result from simple, warm

hearted, natural affection, but upon closer inspection they
always reveal to us that It is not mere human altruism, but
rather the "Spirit of Christ" or "Agape" or the "Holy Spirit"
or soma other Heavenly Force that is working and willing

away within them.

Fromm, of course, would not want to be confined to

a supernatural, sectarian movement like Christianity. Never
theless, within the context of a naturalistic philosophy,

Fromm speaks of a kind of universal love which has been dis
covered by such diverse personalities as Buddha, Mohammed,
of all people, Jesus, and other "normative humanists." Such
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talk creates on less spiritually endowed mortals, who are often

quite painfully aware of the ambiguous nature of their love,

the same impression as does the Christian's talk of the

"Holy Spirit," and it causes our impoverished, pagan hearts

to wonder Just what the nature of this pure love might be.

Perhaps what Fromm means by "love of mankind1 on a

bit more modest scale would be that it is essential that man

have a basic predisposition for affection, a potentially

good will, that can be actualized by those with whom he comes

into contact. Furthermore, this potentiality can be actual

ized to consider people outside of a person's Immediate clan

or country. But this expansion of love to a love of mankind

consists much more in an enlargement of intellectual perspec

tive than in a heart that feels more Intensely. And Indeed,

although at times Fromm deceives us with his exaggerated

moral declarations, he also has ably assisted us in the

enlargement of that perspective.

3) Love in Psychotherapy

Fromm, following Ferencl's lead, has also brought the

use of the word "love" back to the relationship of the ana

lyst to the patient. This view counters the Freudian posi

tion of maintaining, as far as possible, an impersonal, ob

jective attitude toward the patient. Fromm's critique of

Freud on this matter shows how Freud's theories and attitudes

were shaped by attitudes of science. These might be
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appropriate for the study of physical objects, but according
to Fromm they are hardly therapeutio in the interpersonal

relationship between the analyst and patient. This Insist

ence on love between the analyst and patient is perhaps a

needed emphasis over against the previous attitude. But

again, it needs a word of caution. First of all, it may en

courage the analyst to "trump up" a feeling of "love" when
in actuality his feelings toward the patient are in fact

less intense than what he would call love. Secondly, Freud

had some good reasons for not displaying an over abundance

of affection on his patients. For this emotion might only

increase the dependency of the patient on the analyst and

consequently prolong the treatment. Thirdly, one wonders

about the moral taste of using the word love where the giver

Is financially rewarded so handsomely for his love. And

finally, we must again realize how aloof from actuality we

are In our use of syntools. For certainly, a warm hearted

Freudian using a cold scientific terminology may communicate

more affection than a cold hearted Neo-Freudian encouraging

us with words of love. In any case, psychiatrists even when

deeply concerned generally communicate a feeling more aptly

described as "kindly neutrality" or sincerity rather than

by what might be called love.

4) Love as a Central Experience

When *romm describes the possibilities of genuine
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love in contrast to the many neurotio relationships that are

possible between two people, he again returns to the concept

of the "core," the "center," or the "real self." "Love is

possible only if two persons oommunicate with each other from

the center of their existence, hence if each one of them ex

periences himself from the center of his existence. Only

in this 'central experience* is human reality, only here Is

aliveness, only here is the basis for love."1 There is
validity to this expression of our Inner selves as It relates

to another human being. But It again becomes problematic if

we try to universalize the experience as a union with the

human core of the raoe. For this mutual experience of oen-

trallty can be experienced during the uniting of one's self

with another self In many different ways, certainly in ways

that do not necessitate the treatment of all men equally.

If a person has experienced the members of his family and

his friends as close to him, he knows that he does not treat

all men equally. The potential may be there, but it can be

realized only with a few. For one friend shares with another

a delicate balance of similarity and difference which pro

vides the basis for the necessary affection and stimulation.

It Is an experience of union or centrality with forms of

diversity which give Joy rather than with those which

Ibid., p. 103.
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destroy or leave one indifferent. Ideally, this might be

said of our potentiality to love all men, or even all of

life, but in fact little of it becomes actualized except far

occasional expressions of it on paper or In pulpits.

The "center" to "center" relationship can be the kind

that Fromm speaks of, namely, a love between two mentally

healthy persons who desire to build a home and family together

and who desire to live in peace with their neighbors. But

this "core" feeling is also felt by soldiers and comrades

going into battle to fight for something much less than a

universal aim, or perhaps even more frequently and destruc

tively, for universal alms which might be quite different

than those proposed by Fromm. Or on a smaller scale, It

could also represent the relationship of two thieves who

worked very harmoniously with each other, or two Mafia mem

bers who hold each other in the curious esteem and affection

that sometimes flourishes in the "brotherhood of hoods."

Undoubtedly, Fromm would describe such relationships as

sadistic, destructive, or symbiotic, but this is only to

describe the relationship by its effect on the world society

of man, not by the inner "core" or "real" experience. It

would appear then that it is the common central aim that

brings Individuals together, rather than any necessary par

ticipation in an essential humanity or a universal human

love.
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5) Allegiance to "Mankind"

Fromm maintains that there is a close correlation be

tween the degree of growth In an individual's emergence from

the family matrix and his loyalties to larger political and

religious Institutions and Ideas. One cannot deny the large

measure of truth In such a concept, and yet when the problem

of an Individual's maturity Is placed on the national and

international scale it becomes increasingly difficult to

evaluate with Fromm's concepts. For example, for Fromm,

mature loyalty must be directed toward mankind as a whole

and any loyalties to something less than this are designated

as incestuous or masochistic. Generally, this would place

one'a commitment to international aims above those of

national alms, and generally I would believe that such com

mitment would be the most mature. But there is also the

type of person who is not only enthusiastic about the United

Nations or some other representative international body, but

who also bears to it a kind of fanatical allegiance even

when such loyalty is dangerously unrealistic. I would con

fess, however, that such individuals are rare In comparison

to those who are blindly nationalistic. By indicating the

exception, I only mean to indicate sons of the difficulties

that are possible when we make too neat a correlation between

individual ties to the family matrix and the loyalties that

the same Individual bears toward the wider institutions of
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his society. Fanatical allegiance to an International organ

ization like the United Nations Is at least in this time of

history a relatively harmless and often constructive counter

balance to the narrower forms of fanaticism. The same atti

tude could become dangerous, however, if a monolithic world

state were established.

We are already confronted with a forerunner of such

a possibility in the movement of international Communism.

Here we have the authoritarian fully clothed in liberal,

humanistic apparel. The Communist ideology Is fervently

dedicated to "mankind." Within the framework of such an

ideology, political maturity could also be defined in terms

of extending one's loyalties beyond that of the immediate

family or nation. Among the comrades in the Party, I am

sure that there is much "center" to "center" relatedness

coupled with a desire expressed ideologically for the uni

versal equality of mankind. By casting some of Fromm's

basic concepts into a Communistic Ideological perspective,

I do not mean to Infer that Fromm's writings could easily

be used for Communist dogma. For there are many individual

istic elements in Fromm that the Communists would abhor.

Furthermore, Fromm would probably label these various forms

of fanaticism as being in themselves results of Individual

immaturity. But I hope that by showing how some of Fromm's

' basic concepts can be applied to insidious political
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lntentions that I have at least Indicated that the Indivi

dual's struggle between maturation and Incestuous family

ties becomes Increasingly difficult to evaluate when they

are applied to wider social processes.

6) Ambiguities In Fromm's Religious Interpretations

Similar complications arise when we consider Fromm's

interpretation of religion. Frcmm describes man as having

an existential need for a world orientation. And yet he

condemns man for masochistically submitting to various reli

gious world views. For example, Fromm condemns Luther and

Calvin for their submissiveness and depreciation of the

self before a tyrannical projection called "God". And yet

he praises the Old Testament prophets as "normative human

ists" even though they worship the same "God" as Luther

and Calvin and are frequently possessed by similar tempera

ments. Fromm even includes Mohammed among his great "norma

tive humanists" as a harbinger of love, reason, and unity

In the world, and yet, Mohammed must certainly be considered

as closer to Luther and Calvin In teaching and temperament

than to other humanists mentioned by Fromm like Buddha,

Socrates, and Lao-tse.

Mohammed and the Old Testament prophets did lash out

against provincial idolatries and patriotism in favor of a

more universal religious principle, but so did Luther and

Calvin. In fact all of them fell on their knees before the
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same Biblical God. But mysteriously, according to Fromm,

-this occurs to submissive, or even sado-masochistic person-

alities when he is considering Luther and Calvin, and to

normative and humanistic individuals when he writes of the

prophets and Mohammed. Of course, "normative" and "maso

chistic" phenomena occur in personalities in varying de

grees, strains, times, and places. But If this Is so, can

Fromm be so assured that there is an essentially normative

position, by which he can simply damn Luther and Calvin and

raise the Old Testament prophets and Mohammed to the Frommlan

level of sainthood?

7) The Ambiguity and Vagueness of Fromm's Symbols

Does this mean that the only world orientation that

a man can adhere to in a non-masochlstic way is the one pre

sented by Fromm? And even if this does present the best

ideological framework for freedom and individuality, could

not one relate to these very concepts in a masochistic way?

Could not one's constant insistence on "individuality" and

"self-love" be indications of the need for and dependency

on such concepts rather than an indication of their posses

sion? Apparently then, non-masochistic symbols do not nec

essarily free us from masochistic relationships for we. might

use the very symbols themselves as a crutch. This is not

what Fromm has in mind but by seeing how such a phenomena is

possible, it helps one to realize again Just how ambiguous
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our relationships to things, persons, and symbols actually

are and to caution against the tendency in Fromm to think

that something separated and clarified symbolically is nec

essarily so clear in actuality. Fromm realizes this, but

his tendency to split phenomena into good or bad, productive

or unproductive, equal or symbiotic obscures the point,

and when he accents the positive side only, he gives us a

false, perfectlonlstio view of the self, and a Utopian view

of society.

Unfortunately, Fromm's thought structures and language

are often much less complex than the actual emotional and

intellectual patterns that he describes. His writing does

not reflect the protean subjective multiplicity that ha must

be aware of as an analyst. He has abstracted categorical

character types from actual psychological processes. He

realizes that these are abstractions, but then he continues

to write In an oversimplified way, not giving full justice

to the ambiguities, ironies, and tragedies of life. He tries

to give to his character orientations a dynamic quality by

pointing out their impure status in reality. However, this

does not remove the impression of a block like, stereotyped

view of human nature. Furthermore, he tends to identify his

verbal abstractions with either the essential or nonessential

in existence, and although this is a tendency in most writ

ers, it behooves us thereby to issue a word of philosophic
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caution and humility.

Fromm insists on a much greater plasticity in the human

organism than does Freud, but nevertheless the psychological

writing of the latter appears much more flexible. Freud's

style may appear cold, but it also has the quality of good
narration. He attempts to trace the dynamic ebb and flow

of instinctual and phantasy life as It moves out from basic

ally aggressive and sexual alms. One may disagree with the
reductionist foundation of this Freudian psychology, and yet

find a more vivid description of the minutiae of our be

havior patterns, with all of its conflicting and tragic com

ponents. Fromm, in contrast, often writes as though loving,
productive parents might not only diminish the conflicts of
sexuality and authority with their children, but actually

eliminate them. With Fromm, as with Rousseau, the self is

basically good and society is bad. Thus an alteration of

political and economic structures coupled with a change In

parental attitudes could bring about a utopia. But his
affirmations appear too affirmative; they are too good to be

true. Fromm's view of the development of the self, unlike

that of Freud, begins at about the "thirty-yard line." He

does not adequately treat the anxieties, loneliness, and

pain that are Inevitable experiences for human beings during

even the earliest years of life and which thereby set the

pattern for later conflict within the family and the society

at large.
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CHAPTER VII

NORMATIVE OR FORMATIVE HUMANISM

1. A Contrast to Fromm's Approach

In this inquiry Into the thought of Erich Fromm, I

have so far presented his views and a criticism of some of

the salient points in his psychology. One of the major af

firmations in Fromm's thought is that man is essentially

good and that whatever is evil and alienated in his life

Is a secondary distortion of his essential self. If man ia

not encumbered by the destructive and authoritarian forces

of the society and family, but rather receives love and the

room to grow, he will develop Into a spontaneous, loving,

rational personality. Fromm believes that In the lives of

the great religious leaders of the past, such as Jesus,

Buddha, Mohammed, Lao-tse, Moses, Socrates, and others, we

have a clue to the secret of the human fulfillment that

could await us all. Fromm, as we have seen, calls this

essentialist view of man "normative humanism."

I would agree with Fromm that these great men of the

past have much to teach us about the ways of life. But I

would be more hesitant to believe that their teachings
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Indicate some common core of humanity that we can identify

in our selves as our really good essential self. Fromm

shrugs aside more pessimistic Interpretations of human na

ture like those of Augustine, Hobbes, Freud, and Niebuhr

with the comment that their gloomy diagnosis of man merely

reflects the destructive society In which they live. Sup

posedly then, Fromm's Sane Society, If we could ever attain

to it, would provide the basis for an essentially healthy,

happy self. But one cannot so simply cast aside the in

sights of these other profound thinkers who give us a tragic

view of man. It must at least give us pause there there has

been so much disagreement and so many different interpreta

tions of the same phenomenon.

Has Fromm given us any more reason to believe that

man's potential for love and knowledge is any more "real"

than his potential for hatred and blind prejudice? Could it

be that man Is neither good or bad, but simply alive, a liv

ing potential for many diverse developments? Could it be

that the potential In man can be directed toward sexual pro

miscuity, hatred, and aggression, as well as toward love and

knowledge? Obviously so, for these things have developed.

All of these potentials have had, at one time or another,

survival value for the human being. But then for whom should

we decide, let us say between Freud and Frcsm, as the most

accurate interpreter of man? If we did attempt such an
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interpretation it might be most accurate to say that man is

very much as Freud describes him, although less sexual and

with some of the aggressiveness due to environmental factors,

but that man would very much like to become the normative,

healthy, loving, rational human being that Fromm describes.

Actually, however, I would like to bypass any Judgment of

man's essential nature, and rather attempt to suggest some

central alms for which the humanists of most of the major

religions can meaningfully unite. Even though we do not have

any exaot knowledge as to the essential nature of man, per

haps we can still Indicate a "Formative Humanism" in place
of Fromm'8 "Normative Humanism." To that end, I would like

to suggest the broad outlines of a Symbol of Integration

toward which man can struggle regardless of how his essential

nature is interpreted.

2. The Integrator: A Proposal for a

World Religious Symbol

Contemporary Western Civilization has attained a height

of materialistic plenty hitherto only dreamed of by the race

of man. It is only too evident, however, that in most parts

of the world this materialistic prosperity is still only a

dream. But even in the West it appears that something has

gone wrong. Juvenile delinquency and adult moral laxity

appear to increase year by year. There are undercurrents of
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dissatisfaction with the social callousness and the religious

bankruptcy of the culture. Erich Fromm's voice is one among

many that provokes us to see the emptiness of mere economic

prosperity. But although we hear the voices for a rebirth

of spirit and meaning, we find the doctrines of these voices

to be diverse. Each specific religion or Ideology proclaims

its specific position as The Solution, and we find whether

it be Capitalism vs. Communism or scientific rationalism vs.

some traditional religious faith that these doctrines con

flict and that the results of the friction can be so disas

trous as possibly to end the life of man on earth.

I do not here propose specific solutions to specific

problems for obviously such a task is endless and ongoing.

But I would suggest a possible common symbolic denominator

to the major religious and sociological Impulses of the day

which can be simply expressed and yet which might be of real

assistance In the integration of the significant ideas and

attitudes of contemporary man. The future religious orienta

tions of man must reach out, overarch, and transcend the

boundaries of present day religions and ideologies. On the

other hand, any new religious impulse cannot be merely

synthetic—merely a conglomeration and compilation of the

faiths of the past. Rather, it must be based on sources

that are integral to man, that spring from the very energies

of reality and the spirit of life.
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The idea presented here will be considered by many to

be heretical, but for others who have become disenchanted

with traditional religious proclamations It may offer a new

focus of meaning and purpose. In any case It has the poten

tiality to encourage new life orientations even If at the

same time it discourages some traditional orientations.

What I suggest then Is a mutation of meaning in the tradi

tional Christian symbol of the cross. I would suggest in

the future that it not only symbolize the suffering death

of Jesus Christ, but also a number of other fundamental human

potentials that must continue to be activated if we are to

survive. I would call this new symbol The Integrator, and

I would assign to its various components the following mean

ings .

a. The Promethean Thrust

When we probe beneath the political and economic con

flicts which harass modern Western man, we find that two

major traditions have alternately intertwined and opposed

each other. They are the Judeao-Chrlstlan religious heritage

and the traditions nourished by the fount of Greek humanism.

I suggest that the two intersecting lines of the Integrator

represent the necessary balance and tension between these

two major cultural forces. The vertical thrust would express

the growing life energies and Intellectual potentialities in
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man. The representative symbol for these attributes Is

surely the Greek god Prometheus. Prometheus for us repre

sents the far seeking, wide ranging, creative and critical

intellect that scans the distant reaches of outer space,

that seeks to know the various phenomena of the earth and

the life on the earth, and that probes Into the recesses of

its own psyche in order to understand the processes at work

therein. Prometheus Is the symbol of man as thinker and

maker. He represents man's Insatiable curiosity, his sense

of wonder, his urge for the awareness of being, and the cre

ative manipulation of the objects of his awareness for his

own benefit. He is the god of empirical inquiry and the

oretical speculation, but he Is also the god of practical

activity, of the technician and the craftsman.

This Promethean thrust is composed of two further

symbolic elements, namely the Dionysian and the Apollonian.
The lower Dionysian element signifies the basic physiological

forces that are necessary for the continuance of life, while

the upper Apollonian element represents the full development

of man's imaginative and rational faculties. The Promethean

thrust in man attempts to unite the energies and instincts

of the Dionysian with the intellectual activities of the

Apollonian. When the tensions represented within these

forces are balanced we approach the uniqueness, creativity,

and fire of the Promethean man. He represents the burning
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energies of Eros flowering into the highest manifestations

of the Psyche.

b. The Christian Reach

The horizontal arms of the Integrator symbolize the

outgoing, forgiving quality of Christian love. Even as the.

vertical thrust represents the energies of Eros, so the

horizontal reach displays the emotions of Agape. The Chris

tian ethical emphasis, following its teacher, places the

strongest possible emphasis on the self-sacrificing, tender,

sympathetic, healing, and forgiving aspects of our relations

with our fellowmen. It seeks the neighbor In distress and

desires to lift him from his difficulties. All societies

encourage these social sentiments to some degree as a basis

for their own survival. But the Christian vision of love

would lift the horizons of such affection to include even

our enemies. Jesus bids us to love and to forgive everyone.

"Forgive not seven times, but seventy times seven; Love

your enemies." The ideal Christian should not assert himself

against those that encroach upon him, nor bear malice toward

those who treat him unjustly. Resistance and resentment are

forbidden. If we adhere steadfastly to this ethic, we will

walk the second mile, bless them that curse us, and do good

to them that hurt us.
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e. The Mystic Center

A third dimension to the Integrator is less apparent,

but it is central to the entire meaning. The point at which

the Promethean and Christian vectors oross may be called the

Mystio Center. The Source of man's life and vitality is

hereby indicated by the point, an almost non-symbolic symbol.
Thus the comparatively non-symbolic Mystic Center radiates

into the symbolic manifestations of the Promethean and

Chriatian images. It is in the meditation upon the Mystic

Center that the West is most likely to loam from the East,

Just as the East has already begun to utilize our Promethean
technology. The various religions of the Orient, like

Hinduism, Buddhism, and Taoism have concentrated on the in

expressible mystical elements within the self and In the
world surrounding the self. The major traditions of medita

tion entering the West from the Orient find representation

in the Yoga concentration from Hinduism and in the distilla
tion of Buddhist and Taolst ways of life and perception that

we find in the practice of Zen.

d. Justice

If the Integrator Is conceived of as a symbol helping

to indicate a Formative Humanism, then the concepts of

Justice can also be related to the symbol. For the balance

signified by the vertical and horizontal lines may indicate
the relation of the individual to the community. What this
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balance might mean within a specific oommunlty would be too

varied and complex to comment on here. But on the broad in

ternational scene it finds some expression In the United

Nation's Declaration of Human Rights. As symbolizing Justice,

the Integrator establishes contact with four more major cul

tural traditions that have especially accented the need for

human justice. They consist of two theistic traditions,

namely Judaism and Islam, and two humanistlo traditions,

namely Roman Stoicism and Confucianism. Thus the Integrator

emerges with a feeling of justice and Integrity within it.

And even though many forms of vice and injustice could hide

in its shadow, still within the meanings of the symbol It

self, there ere forces that move against Injustice. The
critical and rebellious Prometheus, the loving Christ, and

the mystical reverence for life all war against the various
forms of corruption to which flesh and Imagination are heir.

To discuss thoroughly the meanings and Interplay of

the various traditions that I have so far alluded to would

demand the writing of another thesis. Here I only hope to

suggest a possible alternative to Fromm's "normative human

ism," and to Indicate how a comparatively simple symbol can

indicate broad areas for research and discussion. The main

Intention here has been to take a major accent or two from

each tradition and to suggest a possible Juxtaposition for

each within a more comprehensive religious orientation in
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order to facilitate their integration Into the emerging world

community. This aim necessarily excludes many other faoets

that might be discussed in a more detailed treatment of each

tradition.

3. The Balance of Tensions

The traditional conflict between secular empiricism

and rationalism over against religious faith can be viewed

In the light of these images. Prometheus by his reason,

passion, and Inventiveness rebelled against Zeus. Jesus on

the other hand trusted and obeyed his Heavenly Father to the

very end. But there are other dimensions in which these con

trasting types can complement and assist each other rather

than war against each other. Christian love, for example,

can struggle to promote the human dimension in an age in

which man becomes Increasingly burled beneath his own tech

nological constructions. Y/hereas many of the inventions of

Prometheus, if lovingly used, can bring the communication

between man and man to higher levels of interest and In

tensity.

The strains and tensions within the symbol are again

apparent when we observe the rational, critical, and tech

nical faculties of the Promethean intelligence which finds

Itself mare at home In a phenomenal reality that It can ana

lyze and manipulate, and compare these with the intuitional
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teachinga of the mystics that take ua beyond or below our

rational faculties to.a union with the depths of the self,
with the deepest energies of life and being, and perhaps with
God. Furthermore, the tension between Christian love and

mystical self-absorption with its possible amoraUty may not
be as pronounoed, but it is there nevertheless. To these
conflicts and tensions within both the Integrator and life

itself, the author can only suggest the answer of an Inclu
sive "both/and" rather than an "either/or." The intellectual,
ethical, and mystical experiences must retain a balanced end
complementary relationship or they become trichotomous.
Promethean intellectual processes are necessary for the

realistic vision and creativity that raise man above his
helplessness before nature. Christian love works toward a
union between all men that overcomes the deep narcissistic
and egoistic tendencies in them. And the mystical experience
can give us the profound silence, bliss, and affirmation in
the moving flame of life that radiates Into Promethean and

Christian activity.

If any one of these components is stressed to the neg

lect of others, we encounter potentially dangerous distortions
of the human potential. When the Promethean component is

over-accentuated to the neglect of other life requirements,

the resulting character and cultural type tends toward a
technological power structure that dominates and suppresses.
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On the other hand, if the aims of Christian love and union

between man and man are carried to extreme, to the exclusion

of other life factors, then a comparatively subservient

ideal of character arises. Rather than tending toward the

psychological sin of sadism, to which the Promethean is

prone, the Christian moves more toward a maudlin masochism.

The Mystic way also has its dangers. Unchecked, it withdraws

Into other-worldly, narcissistic phantasies which have often

been oonjoined in the past with extremely ascetic practioes.

It is only by keeping some measure of interrelation and bal

ance between the divergent tendencies that we can create

Individual and cultural health.

However, by placing this emphasis on balance and

harmony, I do not wish to negate the values of excess for

certain times and occasions. The balance Indicated by the

Integrator is not to be held uniformly. For example, the

participation in the Dionysian ecstacy through music, nature,

-or the sexual act are necessary ways to regain or retain con

tact with the powerful primitive urges of life. We must

have these moments of divine madness, or we shall surely go

insane. But the symbol should help us to realize that some

small measure of balance and aanity must be retained even

while one gives oneself to the experience of a deep emotion.

It is important to realize that there are many dimensions

to human reality, and that we must not remain lost In any
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one of them. It Is as possible to be drowned In the Dionysian

dimension as it is to dry up in the Apollonian way. When we

become exoessively sensuous, or Intellectual, or loving, or

mystical, or legal, perhaps the Integrator can help us to

realize that each dimension is only one among the many other

significant dimensions of life.

The proposal for such a symbol would indeed appear

pretentious If It claimed to capture for Itself all of the

flow and sinuosities of life. It would not pretend to do

so however. Rather, it would make broad almple atrokes which

help in the understanding of some of the most important

spiritual forces operating in the world today. It would

bring these forces Into a meaningful conjunction, into a

balance of tensions. The author believes that there are

moments In history when such over-simpllfloations, provided

they are recognized as such, are necessary and healthy. They

can further man's quest for spiritual unity.

4. Some Inadequacies of the Symbol

The Integrator can symbolize how concrete problems

are to be approached with love and understanding, but it is

not adequate to represent the many minute psychological

mechanisms that individuals might employ in relation to it.

Soma of these, psychologically speaking, are healthy, but

othera might be quite neurotic. For example, a small man
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who feels Insecure may think of himself primarily in

Promethean terms in order aggressively to assert himself over

others. Another person, who inwardly fears ostracism, may

on the surface appear Christian in his affection for others,

but in aotuality might be merely compliant and afraid to

offend. Another person's unselfishness may be an over-com

pensation for an inability to love. The mystic's retreat

may signify his inability to cope with the social pressures

of his world. The person who withdraws from his problems

may hide in his Mystic Center. This type of person will

live out the imagery of the symbol only In phantasy, while

remaining on or retreating to a level of infantile narcis

sism. Or a man might become so compulsively concerned that

the egoistic, altruistic, and narcissistic forces nicely

balance in his life that he loses the spontaneity and

naturalness of good living. In short, different neurotic

character types would be drawn to one aspect of the Inte

grator more than to others, and they would use this for their

own neurotic purposes.

This listing of neurotic possibilities by no means

exhausts the number of potentially destructive relationships

which could weave themselves around this symbol for their

own purposes, but it does give soma indication of their po

tential scope and prevalence. It points, as well, to the

limitations of the symbol. A mere symbol cannot disentangle
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the highly oomplex, individual dynamics of a neurosis, but

it can perhaps help to indicate dimensions of life to the

neurotic that he neglects at his peril. Furthermore, the

meaning Implicit in the Integrator symbolizes an attitude of

love and understanding, of a union of the emotional and In

tellectual, of religious and scientific perspectives toward

these various patterns of human behavior tfilch could assist

psychotherapy in its attempt to bring new life and health

to the individual and society.

A symbol like the Integrator stands like an "unmoved

mover" before the vision and heart of man. It possesses a

certain constancy that contrasts with the fluid vitalities

of life. This has both positive and negative aspects about

it. Affirmatively, life has need of this constancy and bal

ance. Our lives are projects and for this they need some

permanence of aim. The Integrator could help to guide both
Individual and'collective life to Its fulfillment. On the

other hand, the correlation between symbols and reality Is

always uncertain and never complete. Life flows around and
through them, and we live with proximate norms. Consequently,
Just as It Is necessary to have such symbols, so it is
equally necessary to mock and parody them In order to know
what they are not and thereby retain a certain freedom In

relation to them. Our age is in need of symbols like the

Integrator, but we must always be able to coma away from or
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pass beyond them into the fullness of life itself.
The Integrator arises from an aot of mental crystal

lization. It does not by any means include or Indicate all

of the vast panorama of human experience, but it does provide
a focal point for the interpretation and Inclusion of many
significant elements In the experiences of contemporary man.
It ia an idea that could assist in the formation of attitudea
which will guide us toward possible solutions of same of the
problems of interoultural conflict. It symbolizes at a re
ligious and mythological level four basic psychological
needs of man: 1) the need to fulfill the potentialities for

human Individuality and creativity; 2) the need for love to
achieve social Interdependence; 3) the need for contact with
the revivifying force of Life itself; and 4) the need for

structures of Justice which will provide the basis for a

comparatively harmonious world community.

5. The Relation of the Symbol to the

Thought of Erich Fromm

Erich Fromm, as we have seen, has advanced a position

that is similar in many respects, but which also has many

differences to the one suggested here. The conception of the

Integrator has been proposed as a possible alternative to
Fromm's formulation of a "normative humanism." I have taken
issue with this concept by citing the great variety of human
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"natures" that have been described in the history of thought,

and the further variety of oharaoter types, I.e., Buddha and

Mohammed, that Fromm has designated as exemplary humanists.

Consequently, I have proposed a symbol for a "formative

humanism" without attempting to establish a particular view

of the human self as being either essentially good or essen

tially bad.

However, I believe that Fromm's Insistence on the love

of self end love of neighbor, and his recent essay on Zen

Buddhism represents a view that parallels the Promethean,

Christian, and Mystloal aspects of the Integrator. However,

Fromm's writing generally has not recognized some of the

tensions that exist between these diverse directions of the

self. His view of the self is over-simplified and this gives

much of his writing an unrealistic, Utopian quality. His

latest work on Zen Buddhism has this same tendency. For as

deep and transforming as the experience of satori might be,

it cannot give a "full awakening" that last3 a life time or

that overcomes and harmonizes the many anxieties, conflicts,

and tragedies that afflict human life. Fromm, however, tends

to create the illusion that we can pass beyond our limita

tions and anxieties by means of psychoanalysis and satori.

He continues to write about the attainment of "full" self-

awareness and the freedom that overcomes human alienation,

separation, and anxiety. This may be tme of the gods, but
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human beings only deceive themselves by speaking in such a

manner.

Furthermore, Fromm has discovered rather late that

symbols "distort" the reality of the world. It is fruitful
that he has recognized this limitation of symbols to describe

the ongoing processes of life, and as I have Indicated, he

would do well to apply this wisdom to such concepts as

"normative humanism," and the "primary self," and so on.

It is unfortunate, however, that Fromm "distorts" in his very

realization of the symbol. For he does not further recognize

that the symbol itself is also a part of reality and that it

has a capacity for revelation as well aa distortion.

In contrast to a word like "normative," the relation

of the symbol to non-symbolic processes might be more easily
recognized when such an obvious symbol aa the Integrator is
used. Certainly, the comparatively static characteristics

of the symbol are apparent over against the dynamic movement

and complexity of life itself. And yet, if this difference

is recognized, the symbol can have the valuable effect of

giving permanence, focus, and direction through the flux
and flow of life. It can help to guide ua toward a more

complete realization of our human being. As a symbol, the
Integrator does not act directly upon our major world power

problems, but it does assist in the formation of character
traits which are needed in our fragmented world. By setting
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before the mind's eye a new vlaion of man, the Integrator

encourages a world religious orientation which ia at once

creative, critloal, loving, mystloal, and just.
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